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Theproblem
concerning
thegreenhouse
effects
of humanactivities
hasbroadened
in scope
frbmthe
CO2-climate
problemto thetracegas-climate
problem.The climateeffects
of non-CO2 tracegases
are
stronglygovernedby interactions
betweenchemistry,radiation,and dynamics.We discuss
in delfiil the
natuie of the trace gas radiative heating and describethe importance of radiative-chemicalinteractions

withinthe troposphere
and the stratosphere.
We make an assessment
of the tracegaseffectson
troposphere-stratosphere
temperature trends for the period covering the preindustrial era to the present

and for the nextseveraldecades.
Non-CO2 greenhouse
gasesin the atmosphere
are now addingto the
greenhouse
effectby an amount comparableto the effectof CO 2. The rate of decadalincreaseof the total
greenhouseforcing is now 3-6 times greater than the mean rate for th• period 1850-1960. Timedependent calculations with a simplified one-dimensionaldiffusive ocean model suggestthat a surface
warming about 0.4-0.8 K should have occurredduring 1850 to 1980. For the various trace gas scenarios
consideredin this study, the equilibrium surfacewarming for the period 1980 to 2030 rangesfrom 0.8 to
4.1 K. This wide range in the projected warming is due to the range in the assumedscenarioas well as
due to the threefolduncertaintyin the sensitivityof climate models.For the 180-yearperiod from 1850 to

2030,our analysissuggests
a tracegas-induced
cumulativeequilibriumsurfacewarmingin the rongeof
1.5 to 6.1 K. The important non-CO2 greenhousegasesare CFC13, CF2C12,CH 4, N20 , 03, and
stratosphericHiO. Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)(mainly CFC13.and CF2C12),through their indirect

chemical
effects
on03, havea potentially
largestratospheric
cooling
effect,
aslargeasthat-due
toa •202
increase.
In additionto thedirectradiativeeffect,manyof thetracegases
haveindirecteffectson climate.

For example,
additionof gasessuchas CH4, CO, and NOx canaltertropospheric
03, whichis a
radiativelyfictivegas.Within the troposphere
the indirectclimateeffects.can
be as largeas the direci
effects.On the other hand, within the stratosphere,
temperaturechangesare largelydeterminedby

indirect
effects
ofCFCs.Trace
gases
canalsoinfluence
stratospheric
H20 through'
theireffect
ontrop!cal
tropppausetemperatures.
Furthe{more,increasesin.troposphericH20 , throughthe temperature-H20
feedback,can perturb troposphericchemistryand alter the concentrationof CH• and 0 3. The fundamerital issuethat needsto be addressedwithin the context of the trace gas-climateproblem is the relative
importanceof transport,chemistry,and the ihdirect effectsof trace gasesin governingthe long-term

trendsof tropospheric
andstratospheric
03, cH•, andstratospheric
H20. Cloudfeedback
continues
to
be the major sourceof uncertaintyin the surfacetemperaturesensitivityof climate models.At present,
the sign of this feedbackis not known. The ocean sequestersthe trace gas radiative heating into it•

interiorand thusdelaysthe equilibriumwai'ming.The estimatede-foldingtime for the approachto
equilibriumvariesfrom a few decadesto a centuryand dependsnonlinearlyon it-x and linearlyon •:

whereit istheclimatefeedback
parameter
and•: is theeffective
oceanthermaldiffusivity.
Th• magnitude
of it, which also governsthe equilibrium surfacewarming, is governed strongly by radiative and dynaniical processes
in the atmosphere,and hencethe effectof oceanson transientclimate changeis determined
by the interactionsbetween atmosphericand oceanicdynamical as well as radiative processes.The next
crucial issueconcernsaccuratedetermination of decadal trends in radiative forcings,trace gases,planetary albedo (to determineeffectsof aerosolsand cloud feedback),and surface-troposphere-stratosphere
temperatures.The observationalchallengesare formidableand must be overcomefor a scientifically
credibleinterpretationof the human impactson climate.
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were also substantial and far exceed the decadal-scale neutral

variations. General circulation model studies suggestedthat

the tropical tropopausetemperatures
are sensitiveto pertur-

1465
1466 bations in ozone and CFCs.

In effect,theseunexpected
developments
forcedthe scopeof
1467
1467 the problemdealingwith the greenhouse
theoriesof climate
1467
changeto be broadened
fromthe CO2-climate
problem•o the
1469

problem.
Thisbroadening
of thi:scope
of
1472 tracegas-climate
1472 the problemposeda numberof newtheoretical,modeling,and
1473

observational
challenges
that couldlargelybe ignoredwhen

1473 dealingwith the CO2-dimate
effectsalone.For example,
we
1474
1474 can no longer ignore the interactionsbetweenradiation,

Observational issues ..................................
1475 chemistry,and dynamics,sincethesedeterminethe stabilityof
Appendix:
accuracy
of bandmodelapproaches
for CH4 ..... 1475 the 0 3 layer to chemicalperturbations.
Radiative-dynamical

interactionsin the troposphereand stratosphere,as well as the
exchangeof trace gasesbetween these two regions, have
emergedas key issuesbecauseof the potentialimportanceof
1. INTRODUCTION
stratosphericH20 and 0 3 to climate.On the observational
front it became clear that long-term trends in CH,•, N20,
1.1. Backgroundand Objectives
CFCs, stratospheric
and tropospheric0 3, and H20 arejust as
It is now generallyrecognized
that anomalies
in radiative important as the trend in CO 2 for understandinglong-term

forcingsinducedby trace gasesof at•thropogenic
origin can
become the dominant factor governing climate change on

decadalto longertime scales.One particularexampleis th•
greenhouse
effectof CO2 increase
whichhasbeenthe subject
of scientificcuriosity since the latter half of the nineteenth
century[Tyndall, 1861; Arrhenius,1896; Chainberlin,
1899].
Interestin the CO2 problemgainedtremendousmomentum
duringthe last two decades'this time periodwitnessed
the
development
of a hierarchyof climatemodelswith interactive

climate

trends.

The two primaryobjectives
of thisreviewpaperare (1) to
describethe new scientificchallengesposed by the trace gas-

climateproblemand to summarizecurrentstrategiesfor meeting thesechallenges
and (2) to makean assessment
of the trace
gaseffectson troposphere-stratosphere
temperaturetrendsfor
the periodcoveringthe preindustrialera to the presentand for
the next several decades.We will rely heavily on the numerous

reports [e.g., Carbon Dioxide Assessment
Committee(CDAC),
clouds,oceans,and cryosphereto examinethe climate change 1983; Charney, 1979; World Meteorological Organization,
that might resultfrom CO2 increasein the atmosphere.The 1983a] publishedon the CO2-climateproblemwith respectto
last two decadesalso witnessedan unprecedentedsurge of climate modelingissues,suchas model sensitivity,uncertainty
interest in understandingthe sensitivityof the ozone layer to in model results, and the role of feedback processessuch as

chemicalpertubations.The combinationof thesetwo devel- cloud and ice albedo feedback. We will discuss in some detail
in governing
thetransient
climate
reopmentsgave rise to a seriesof scientificdiscoveries[see theroleof theoceans
sponse to time-varying CO 2 concentrations.Although the
issueof transient climate responseis discussedextensivelyin
published reports dealing with the CO2-climate problem,
polyatomic
tracegases,
for example,
thechlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) CFC13and CFeC12,weregreaterthan that of a COe recent work has shed some new light onto this issue. Furincreaseon a moleculeper moleculebasis.To cite one exam- thermore, the transient climate responseis a crucial issuefor
the trace gas effectson past and future temperature
ple, additionof onemoleculeof CFC13(Fll) or CF2C12(F12) assessing
World MeteorologicalOrganization(WMO), 1982].
First was the finding that the greenhouseeffectsof many

tO the atmospherewas calculatedto have the same surface

warmingeffectasthatdueto an additionof 10'• molecules
of

trends.

The tracegas-climate
problemhasbeenreviewedin recent

CO2 [Ramanathan,1975]. Subsequently,
it was uncovered papers[Wang et al., 1986;Dickinsonand Cicerone,1986], but
that perturbationsin stratospheric
ozonecan haveperceptible the presentreview delvesinto topicsthat are not adequately
effectson troposphericclimate through radiative-dynamical described in the earlier reviews. These include physics of the
interactions between the stratosphereand troposphere. Fur- greenhouseeffect, nature of the radiative-chemicalinteracthermore, troposphericozone, which until recently was as- tions,radiative-dynamicalinteractionsin the stratosphereand
stimed to have negligibleclimate impact, was shown to be their role in governing stratosphericclimate change, recent

in theroleof oceans
in governing
the transient
very effectivein enhancingthe greenhouse
effect.Over the developments

years,CH,• and NeO wereaddedto the list of potentially climate reponse,and a time-dependentestimateof the potenimportantgreenhouse
gases[Wang et al., 1976],and the list is tial trace gas warming from the preindustrialera to the early
still growing.Finally,it hasbeenestimatedthat the observed twenty-first century.
increasein the concentrationof COe, CH2, CFCS, and other
trace gases,during the next severaldecades,can lead to a 1.2. ObservedTemperatureTrendsand Theories
global surfacewarmingthat could surpassthe observedtem- of Climate Change
The most frequentlyusedindex of climate changeis the
peraturechangesof the pastcentury[Lacis et al., 1981;Ramanathan et al., 1985; Briihl and Crutzen, 1984]. In such esti-

observedtrendsin surface-airtemperatureover the land areas

of the globe.The instrumentalrecord of surface-airtemper(otherthan COe) wascomparableto the greenhouse
effectof ature has recentlybeenextendedbackwardin time to the year
COe increase.The estimatedeffectson stratospheric
climate 1860by Kelly et al. [1984] Kelly et al.'stime seriesof annual
mates the combined effect of increases in trace gas amounts
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Fig. 1. Observed surface-airtemperaturetrends for land massesof
the northern hemisphere[Kelly et al., 1984].

land-averaged (northern hemisphereonly) surface-air temperature is shown in Figure 1. The coldestdecadesin the record
occur prior to the 1900s, and the warmest decades are centered around the 1940s.The cooling trend that began around
the 1940s ended in the 1970s, and temperatures during the
early 1980s are comparable to the peak temperatures registered during the 1940s.Overall, the post-1940 period has been
consistentlywarmer than the pre-1900 period. This tantalizing
feature has given rise to numerous theories and plausibility
arguments of climate change, most of which involve the ob-

servedincreasein CO 2 and its greenhouse
effect.
The suface-air temperature records have been extended for
the entire globe, i.e., land and ocean, by Jones et al. [1986].
The global time seriesis somewhat similar to that shown in
Figure 1, with one important exception. The global record
does not reveal the cooling trend of the 1940-1970 period.
Tropospherictemperaturetrends also reveal a slight warming
during 1960 to 1985 [Angell, 1986]. A comprehensivediscussionof the trends in surfacetemperaturesand other climate
parameters can be found in the work by Ellsaesseret al.
[1986].
Various factors that govern climate change on decadal to
longer time scaleshave been uncovered.Many of the factors
fall under the category of externally (external to the dimate
system)induced variations in the climate-forcing terms. The
first set of factors involvesglobal scalechangesin the radiative
heating such as those due to trace gasesincluding CO 2, frequency of volcanic events,and variations in solar insolation.
Factors involving regional-scalechangesinclude changes in
radiative forcing (turbidity, deforestation,and desertification),
thermal forcing (urban heat island), and thermodynamic forcing (alteration of evaporation and precipitation by deforestation is one example).Decadal-scaleclimate changemay also
result from internal

fluctuations

in the interactions

within

the

land-ocean-cryosphere-atmospheresystem.Such internal fluctuations include variations in ocean heat storage, sea ice, and
glaciers.
Of the various factors mentioned above, accurate determi-

nation of trendshas beenpossibleonly for CO 2 (at leastsince
the 1950s),CH,•, and CFCs (sincethe 1970s).The greenhouse
effectoœCO2has receivedthe mostemphasis(in the literature)
as a mechanism for climate change, and during the last few
years,attention is turning increasinglytoward the other trace
gases.For all other climate-forcingterms the measurements
are either nonexistent or, when they exist, the accuraciesare
insufficient

to determine

decadal trends. The lack of measure-

ments has preventedidentification of the causalfactorsfor the
temperature trends of the last 125 years. Nevertheless,the
magnitude of the temperature variations revealed in Figure 1
provides a valuable measure for assessingthe importance of
trace gaseffects.

1443

Several attempts have been made to infer temperature
trends in the stratospherefrom radiosonde and rocketsonde
network [Angell, 1986] (see the review article by Labitzke et
al. [1985]). For the lower stratosphere, radiosondes yield
hemispheric temperature estimates since 1960. This record
suggestsa global coolingtrend of the order of about 0.3 K per
decade [Angell, 1986] in the 16- to 20-km region for the 1960
to 1985 period. For the upper stratosphere,temperatureshave
been obtained by rocketsondessincethe 1970s,and there still
is considerable ambiguity in inferring reliable temperature
trends from this limited data set [Labitzke et al., 1985].
1.3. GreenhouseTheory

The greenhouseeffect is best illustrated by consideringthe
annual and global average radiative energy budget of the
earth-atmosphere system. The incoming solar radiation, the
reflected solar radiation, and the outgoing long-wave radiation at the top of the atmospherehave been determined by
satellite radiation budget measurements,and the values inferred from these measurementsare shown in Figure 2. The
surface-atmospheresystem emits to space roughly 236 W
m-2, which balancesthe absorbedsolar radiation. The emitted radiation is mostly contained in wavelengthslonger than 4
#m, and hence it is referred to as long-wave, infrared (IR), or
terrestrial

radiation.

At a surface temperature of 288 K the long-wave emission

by the surfaceis about 390 W m -2, whereasthe outgoing
long-wave radiation at the top of the atmosphereis only 236

W m-2 (seeFigure2). Thusthe interveningatmosphere
causes
a significant reduction in the long-wave emission to space.
This reduction in the long-wave emissionto spaceis referred
to as the greenhouseeffect. The most important radiatively
active atmosphericconstituentsthat contribute to this greenhouseeffectare H20, CO 2, and clouds.Together,thesethree
constituentscontribute roughly 90% of the total effect, and

the H20 contributionis the largest.The remaining10% is due
to 0 3 CH,•, and N20. Climate model estimates,as well as
simple back-of-the-envelopetype calculations, suggestthat
without the greenhouseeffect but with the solar absorption
held fixed (at the present-dayvalue),the global averagesurface
temperaturewould be about 254 K [WMO, 1982].
The radiatively active constituentsabsorb as well as emit
long-waveradiation, but the net effectis to reducethe longwave radiation to space.The fundamental cause for the reduction is the decreasein tropospherictemperature with altitude. The radiatively active gasesabsorb radiation emitted by
the warmer surfacebut emit to spaceat the colder atmospheric temperature;hence the net effect is to reduce the radiation
to space.

The stratosphericemission and absorption of long-wave
radiation make an appreciablecontribution to the total greenhouse effect and, furthermore, add a considerable degree of
complication to the simplified picture presentedabove. These
complications arise because of the increase in temperature
with altitude in the stratosphereand becauseof the nonuniform ozone mixing ratio.
When the concentration of a radiatively active gas is increased,the long-waveradiation to spaceis diminished,which
upsets the global energy balance shown in Figure 2. If the
increasein the gas concentrationdoes not alter the solar absorption,then the greenhouseeffectwill lead to an increaseof
radiative energy available to the surface-atmospheresystem.
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Fig. 2. Global energybalance and the greenhouseeffect.

To maintain a balance with the net incoming solar radiation,
the surface-tropospheresystem should warm (in responseto
the excessradiative energy, i.e., radiative heating) and radiate
more long-wave radiation to space until the long-wave emission to space balancesthe absorbed solar radiation (i.e., until
the energy balance at the top of the atmosphere is restored).
Hence the greenhousetheory is based on this fundamental
concept of global energy balance for the surface-atmosphere
system as a whole. Almost all of the modern-day climate
models (sincethe pioneering study of Manabe and Wetheraid
[1967]) are built around this concept of global annual energy
balance for the surface-atmospheresystem.Numerous studies
undertaken prior to the Manabe and Wetheraid study, and a
few recent studies,have misunderstoodthe implication of this
concept of surface-atmosphereenergy balance and have made
erroneous interpretations of the surface temperature change

due to CO 2. These studiesinfer surfacetemperaturechange
from surfaceenergy balance alone and ignore the energy bal-

or amelioratethe greenhouseeffect,dependingon the altitude
of solar absorption.
1.3.2. Role of Models. The role of climate models in the
greenhousetheory is to estimatethe climate responseto the
excessradiative heatinginduced by the greenhouseeffect.The
response,of course,dependson feedbackprocesses
involving
the land, ocean, cryosphere, and atmosphere (including
clouds).In addition to models,empirical studiesbasedon observedsatellite data [Cess, 1976] have played an important
role in estimatingthe climate response.
1.4.

Trace

Gas-Climate

Problem

Chemical pollutants in the atmospherecan modify the climate through one or more of the followingprocesses:
1.4.1. Radiatively active gases. If the pollutants are radiatively active in the long-wave region, they will enhancethe
atmosphericgreenhouseeffect. In particular, severalpolyatomic trace gases(of anthropogenicorigin) have strongabsorption featuresin the 7- to 13-#m region(Figure 3). This spectral
region is referredto as the atmospheric"window," sincein this
region the atmosphereis relatively transparent. In the 7- to
13-#m region, roughly 70-90% of the surface and cloud emission escapesto space.Consequently,pollutantswith strong
absorption featuresin the 7- to 13-#m region are quite effectivein enhancingthe greenhouseeffect.In addition, perturbing gasessuch as CO 2 and 0 3, which governthe magnitude of stratosphericlong-wave emission and absorption,
have significantimpactson stratosphericclimate.
1.4.2. Chemically active gases. Gases such as CO and
NO, which by themselveshave negligibleradiative effects,can
alter the concentrationsof radiatively active gasessuch as
CH,• and O 3 by chemicalinteractions.
1.4.3. Radiatively and chemicallyactive gases. Gasessuch
as CH,• and CFCs are chemicallyactive as well as radiatively
active. Methane oxidation in the tropospherecan lead to increasedtropospheric03, and the greenhouseeffectof the in-

ance of the surface-atmospheresystem.
1.3.1. Effect of solar absorption. There is a frequentlyheld
misconception about the greenhouseeffect. It is frequently
mentionedthat a CO2 increaseenhancesthe greenhouseeffect
becauseit allows solar radiation to penetrate to the surface
while absorbinglong-waveradiation. While it is true that CO•
is nearly transparent to solar radiation, the transparency to
solar radiation is not a necessarycondition for enhancingthe
atmospheric greenhouseeffect. For example, H•O absorbs
solar radiation long-wave of 0.9 pro, yet it is the strongest
greenhousegas. This is becausealmost all of H20 solar absorption occurswithin the troposphere(almostentirely within
the first 5 km from the surface).Since the troposphere and
surface are efficiently coupled by convection,large-scalemotions, and radiation, energydepositedwithin the lower half of
the tropospherewarms the troposphereas well as the surface.
Hence gaseous absorption of solar radiation in the lower
tropospherewill have a surfacewarming effect.However, solar
absorption that occurs within the stratosphere(as in the case creasedtropospheric0 3 can be comparableto that of a CH,•
of 03) would have a surfacecooling effect by reducingthe increase.Likewise,the breakdownof CFCs in the stratosphere
energy available to the surface troposphere system.In sum- producesreactivechlorinewhichdestroys0 3, and the effectof
mary, solar absorption by a radiatively active gas will add to the 0 3 decreasecan either amplify or ameliorate the CFC
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Fig. 3. Spectrallocationsof the absorptionfeaturesof varioustracegases.The spectralregionbetween7 and 13 #m is
referredto as the atmospheric
"window."The anthropogenic
tracegaseshave the potentialsfor makingit into a "dirty
window."This figurewasprovidedby J. T. Kiehl (privatecommunication,1986).

greenhousesurfacewarming, dependingon the vertical distri-

on some of the climate change processesdescribed earlier.
First, the climateeffectof O 3 changedependscruciallyon the
1.4.4. Ozone changeand stratosphere-troposphere
radiative vertical and latitudinal distributionof O 3 changein the lower
interactions. 0 3 absorbssolar radiation in addition to ab- stratosphere,which is determined by the interactions between
sorbingand emitting long-wave radiation; hencestratospheric transport and chemistry. The second interaction concerns the
03 modulatesthe solar and long-waveradiation reachingthe effect of altered dynamicsdue to changesin stratosphericdia-

bution of the 0 3 decrease.

troposphere.Stratospheric03 influencestroposphericclimate
through a complicatedset of stratospheric-tropospheric
radiative interactionsin both the solar and long-wave radiation
regimes.The greenhouse
effectof tropospheric03 alsoplaysa
significantrole in determiningthe sensitivityof climateto 03
change. Consequently, it is very difficult to generalize the
nature, the sign, or the magnitude of the potential climate
changedue to 0 3 perturbations.
1.4.5.

Radiative-chemical

interactions.

These

effects arise

becauseof the strongtemperaturedependenceof the reaction
rates of the various chain reactionsin the stratospherethat
ultimatelygovernthe stratospheric
0 3 concentration.
The net
effect of this dependenceis such that a temperatureincrease
(decrease)in the upper stratosphereleads to an 03 decrease
(increase).Hence stratosphericcoolingdue to increasedCO2
leadsto an increasein 0 3 which tendsto compensatesomeof
the CO 2 inducedcooling.This O3-temperaturefeedbackresults in a negative feedbackon temperature perturbations in
the stratosphere.Furthermore, a local 03 decreaseallows
deeperpenetrationof sunlightand permitsenhanced0 3 production at lower levels.This interactionbetween03 change
and penetration of sunlight has a significantimpact on the
profile 03 change.
1.4.6. Interactions involving stratospheric dynamics.
Large-scalemotions in the stratospherehave a strong impact

batic heating (from O 3 change)on the transport of constituents. Perhaps the most important dynamics-transporteffect
concerns the interaction between trace gas perturbation, tro-

popausetemperature,and stratosphericH20.
1.4.7. Climate-chemistry interactions. The greenhouse
warming of the surfacecausesan enhancementin the evaporation of moisture from the land and oceans, resulting in an
increasein the troposphericH20. This, in turn, through photolysis and H20 chemistry, can perturb OH in the troposphere. Since OH plays a dominant role as a cleansing and
oxidizing agent for troposphericgases(including pollutants),
the altered OH can potentially perturb the concentration of

radiatively active speciessuch as CH,• and O 3 (and possibly
others).

The abovedescriptionbasicallygivesthe scopeof the problem that we will be dealing with in this review. The nature of
the various interactive processesand the potential surface
temperatureeffect of various radiative perturbationsare described schematicallyin Figure 4. The surfacetemperature

changeshownin Figure 4 for O 3 is for a uniform changein
O 3 within the troposphereand stratosphere.Sincethe surface
temperatureeffectsof O 3 depend very strongly on vertical
distributionof the O 3 change,the resultsshown in Figure 4
cannot be scaledfor nonuniform03 change.Finally, the climate sensitivity to radiative perturbation depends on feed-
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Schematic of trace gas effects on climate
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Fig. 4. (a) Examples of climate effectsdue to chemically and radiatively active gasesI-Rarnanathan,1980]. (b) Onedimensional radiative-convectivemodel estimatesof surfacetemperature effectsof various global radiative perturbations.

All of the results,exceptfor CH 4, and the figureare adaptedfrom Hansenet al. 1-1981].The CH4 resultwas obtainedas
follows:The radiative forcing of doubled CH,• as given by WMO 1-1982]is multiplied by the climate sensitivityof the
Hansenet al. E1981] modelto obtain ATs.

backs involving temperature, H20, clouds, ice, and snow chemistry.Such models are essentialfor evaluating the robustcover

and

on feedbacks

between

the ocean

and

the atmo-

sphere (and possibly the biosphere). A comprehensivediscussionof thesetopics is beyond the scopeof this report and,
furthermore, is unnecessary since several detailed reports
[Charney, 1979; Smagorinsky, 1982] are available on this
topic.
1.5. Need for Model Studies
The nature of the radiative forcing arising from the myriad
of interactive processesmentioned earlier is so complex that
numerical models with varying degree of complexity are
needed to identify the magnitude of the various processes.The
array of models neededfor the trace gas-climate problem include (1) one-dimensionalradiative-convective models to identify the important greenhouse effects and troposphericstratospheric radiative interactions, (2) one-dimensional
radiative-convective-chemical

models

to examine

the role

of

radiative-chemistry interaction in the stratosphere, (3) twodimensional transport-chemistrymodels to estimate the mag-

nitude of seasonaland latitude variations of 0 3 change,(4)
two-dimensional models to examine the possiblemagnitude of
temperature changesin responseto trace gas perturbations,(5)
three-dimensional stratospheric models, and (6) threedimensional

climate

models

with

and

without

interactive

oceans. Models 5 with comprehensivetreatment of radiation
and dynamicscan play a central role in elucidatingthe role of
dynamics in governing the interaction between radiative perturbations and temperature perturbations. Furthermore, these
models are necessaryto examine the potentially important
problem of how alterations in stratospheric meridional and
vertical thermal gradients impact tropospheric dynamics
through stratosphere-troposphere dynamical interactions.
There is also another important class of three-dimensional
models concerned primarily with atmospheric transport and

ness of the

conclusions

of the

one-dimensional

and

two-

dimensionalmodelsconcerning0 3 perturbationsas well as
for understanding the nature of interactive chemistry and
transport. These three-dimensionalmodels should ultimately
lead to the development of self-consistentthree-dimensional
models that account for the interactions between radiation,

chemistry, and dynamics. In models 6 the perturbations in
trace gasesare prescribed.The model determinesthe climate
change (troposphere and stratosphere)due to the imposed
perturbations. These models, in conjunction with the onedimensional radiative-convectivemodels, play a central role in
the assessmentof trace gaseffectson climate.
More detailed discussionsof these models are given in section 3.

2.

NATURE OF RADIATIVE

FORCING

Radiative forcing due to trace gases can be considered
either in terms of the changesin the fluxes of radiative energy
into and out of the entire system (i.e., surface-troposphere
system)or in terms of the changein the vertical distribution of
the radiative heating rates. The choice between the two quantities depends on the region of interest. Within the troposphere the vertical mixing of sensibleand latent heat by convection and large-scalemotions is consideredto be quite rapid
in comparison to the time scales associated with radiative
adjustments.As a result, the vertical distribution of the tropospheric temperature change is largely governed by dynamical
processes,while the mass-weighted tropospheric temperature
change is governed by the radiative forcing of the column.
Hence as a first approximation, we can ignore the details of
the vertical distribution of the tropospheric radiative forcing
and focus, instead, on the radiative forcing of the entire
surface-troposphere system. Since the surface-troposphere
radiative forcing is simply the changein the net radiative flux
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TABLE la.

Band*

Molecule

H20

CO2

rotation
v2
15/•m
system?
10/•m
system?
4-3 t•m
system?

03

N20

CH,•
CH3D
SO 2

NO 2

NH 3

Summary of SpectroscopicDat•i as Given by WMO [1982]
Rough

Band

Spectral
Range,
cm- •

Strength].
at 296 K,
cm- 2 atm- •

0-1650
640-2800
550-800

1306

257
-• 220

Comments•:
Current improvements underway;

problem of the continuumabsorption.
Current improvements underway.

850-1100

2100-2400

V3
vx?
v2 + v3 - v27
v2
v2
v•
v37
v,•
v3 and v6

312

600-800
520-660
1200-1350
2120-2270
950-1650
1000-1425

v3

1300-1400

1000-1200

v2?
v3
v2?
v2

400-600
1550-1650
600-900
500-1350
?

HNO 3 v,•
v2
OCS
v3?
v•
H2CO

-•2440

950-1200

vx?

rotation

1447

20-400

1330
1670-1750
1950-2100
810-890
compilationstarting
at 270 cm- x plus

V3 bandintensityto be multipliedby

13

1.11 ? Problem

10

(constant
withquantum
?).

of the half-widths

16
24

218

Current improvements underway.
Line intensities

reexamined.

1247

134

Current improvemenfsunderway.

105
763

87

1515

92

534

Currentimprovements
underwayfor
these three bands.

Current improvements Underway for
these three bands.

Data recently revised.

440
680
500
1954
27

A difficult molecule. Requires additional
work.

The fundamentalv2 band is not compiled
and should

be.

Bands active in the thermal

IR should

be compiled.

far infrared

HOCI

v•

Bands active in the thermal

compilationstarting
at 3400 cm- •

CH3CI vx,v,•,and 3v6 compilationstarting
at 2900 cm-•

H20 2
C2H 2
HCN
C2H6
C2H 4
C3H8
CFCs

Fll
F12

v5

1200-1350
640-810

318
951

2v5-v5?

640-820

112

v2
v9
V7

580-850
700-950
900-1100
735-760

822

36
455
2

IR should

be compiled.
Bands active in the thermal IR should
be compiled. The data does exist.
Preliminary.
Should be developed.
Other

bands available.

Other bands available.
Preliminary.
Preliminary.

800-1200

Not yetcompiled
in datacatalogs;

850-1250

laboratory spectra available.

1070-1250

F13

More recent compilationscan be found in the work by Smith et al. [1985].

*A questionmarkindicatesbandslessimportantthanthe mainbandsbut whichcouldeventuallyplay
a role in radiation modeling (to be checked).

]'Actually,the sum of the strengthsof the lines presentin the compilation(296 K). Isotopic band
intensities
are not addedexceptfor [he estimateof a bandsystemintensity(for example,the 15-#mCO 2
system).

$Most commentsweretaken from L. S. Rothman (private communication,1985).

at the tropopause,it is rather straightforwardto assessthe

distribution of the radiative heating rate perturbation within

importanceof trace gas radiativeforcing.The only minor the stratosphere.

complication
isthatwehaveto account
forchanges
in strato-

The trace gas radiativeforcingis estimatedfrom radiation
modelcalculationsby fixingall otherparameters(for example,
putethefluxchanges
at thetropopause.
Withinthestrato-temperatureand humidity)in the model and then computing
in theradiative
fluxduesolelyto thechange
in
sphere,however,time scalesassociatedwith radiativeadjust- thechanges
mentsare comparableto, or fasterthan, thoseassociated
with the constituent of interest. Such estimates are fundamental to
of the temperatureresponseyielded
dynamicalprocesses.
As a result,the magnitudeof the strato- a proper understanding
sphericclimatechangeis influencedstronglyby the vertical by climatemodels.The long-waveabsorptionfeaturesof the
spherictemperatureand long-waveemissionin order to com-
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TABLE lb.

Absorption Features of Atmospheric T?ace Gases:
More Recent Compilations

exponentiallywith temperature,the coolingrate perturbation

follows
thetemperature
profile.
As opposedto the stratos•pheric
effects,the CO2 increase
enhancesthe tropospheric•radiativeheating(Figure 5b). The
surface-troposphere
radiative heating (flux changeat the tro-

Ban
d Intensity,
cm- • (atm cm)- • 296 K
Rough Spectral '
'
:
'
Range,
Measui'ement Recent

Molecuie

cm-•

Range

Value Reference*

CFCs

CFC13(Fll)

800-900
1050-1100

CF2CI 2 (F12)

875-950
1060-1125
1125-1175
ß

CF3CI (F13)

CF,• (F14)

1540-1828
531-721

126•-1490
1141-1•26
728-821

i828
1446
1141

750-825

116-145
1758-2311

i758

1175-1240
600-650

21i6-5767
39-57

2116
39

1250-1300

3850-5472

5472

780-840

C2F6 (Fl16)

116

219

1080-1140
1280-1340

K, P, S

AQ-c

767

1075-1125

CHC1F
2 (F22)

K, P, S

679

880-740

135

where
'cisa constant
andF istheratioof CO2 concentration

P, S

AQ consists
of roughly1.6 W m-2 owingto enhancement
in

S

downward emission from the stratosphere (mostly due to

to a referencevalue.For adoubling of CO 2 the globalaverage

N/R
P

975
3374
Others

CCI,•
CHC13

CH3CCI 3

730-810
740-820
1196-1250
700-750

1214-1869
797-1107
1•9-190

1050-1110
1360-1410

CHF 3
CH2F 2
CBrF 3

1110-1160
1060-112Q
1060-1110

2224-3540
1230-1485

570-620

i

P
P

N/R

154
13

1180-1240

PAN

1325
930
!29
277

269•3
1230
1908

P, S
P, S
P

1914

72

760-820
1130-1190
1270-1330

296
301
251

1700-1760

531

In F

P

637
101

1080-1150
1220-1280

popausefor averagecloudiness)has a stronglatitudinal gradi-

ent varyingfromabout4,5 to 5 W m-2 in the tropicsto about
2 W m-2 in the polarregion.The globalaveragevalueof the
surface-trop6sphere
heating(AQ) is about 4.2 W m -2 (for a
CO2 doubling),
andAQ scales
roughlyas

N/R

ß

CO2) and of about 2.6 W m-2 owingto a decrease
in the
upwardflux at the trop0pause,and both of thesequantities
vary significantlywith latitude (Figure 6).

In additionto the 15-#mbands,CO2 hasabsorption
featuresin'the 7.6-#m and 10-gm (two bands)regionand alsohas
severalbandsin the solar spectrum(Table 2). The 7.6-/•m and

10-/•m
bands
havefrequently
been
ignored
byclimaie
models.

ForCO2doubling,
the7.6-/•m
bands
have
a negligible
effect,
and the two bands in the 10-/•m region contribute roughly 5
to 10% (of the 15-/•mgreenhouseeffect).The•solb,
r bandshave

negligible
impa'Ct
Onthestratospheric
heatingratesandonthe
surface-troposPhere
radiative forcing. However, they have a
nonnegligibleimpact on the partitioning of the forcing between the surfaceand the troposphere.For example,for a

doubliffgof CO2 the increased
CO2 solarabsorption
within
the tropospherereducesthe surfaceabsorptionof solar radi-

ation by about 0.3 W m-2 and enhancesthe tropospheric

solar
abs.
orption
byabout
0.4W m-2 [Hansen
etal.,1981].
In

the15-#mregion,
H2 alsohasstrongabsorption
features,
and

*K' Kagannet al. [1983]' P' PughandRao [1976]' N/R' measured
values by M. Niki (Ford Motors, Dearborn, Mich.) and cited by the overlappingof H20 absorptionwith CO2 bandsamelioratesthe greenhouse
effect.Mostclimatemodelsincludethe
Ramanathanet al. [1985]' and S' Smithet al. [1985].

overlapping
effectof H20 linesbutignorethestrongH20
trace gases that are consideredin this report are shown in
Tables

la and lb.

2.1. Greenhouse
Gases
• With Weak Solar AbsoJ,
ption

continuum absorption (in the 15-3tmregion) which was only
discoveredin the early 1970s.Table 3 illustratesthe influence
of H20-CO 2 overlap on the CO2 radiative forcing for mid-

latitudesummer
conditions,
whentheameliorating
effectof
H20 overlapis expected
to be large.The H20 absorption

With the exceptionof H20, 0 3, and NO2, all other gases reducesthe surfaceheating (i.e., enhancedCO 2 downward

shown
in Tablesla andlb haveeitherweakor noabsorptionemission) by an order of magnitude but'ameliorates the
bandsin the solar spectrum.Increasingthe concentrationof

surface-tro13osphere'heating
byonly15%,halfofwhich
isdue

thegases
withweaksoJar
absorption
subjects
thetroposphereto thecontinuumabsorption.
The modelresultsin Table3 are
to a net radiative heatingaccompaniedby either a strong(for forcleatskycøndi•ions,
andtheinclusion
of clouds
(accounexample,
CO2)or a weak(forexample,
CH,010ng-wave
cool- ted for in most climate models) ameliorates the surface-

ingofthemiddle
toUpper
stratosphere.

ti'oposphereheating by another 10 to 20%.

2.1.1. C02'current
understanding
andredent
findings.The

In summary,the radiativeforcingdue to CO 2 arisesfrom a
best known example of troposphericheating/Stratospheric complexchain of processes,
and it is reasonablystraightfor-

for mostof theseprocesses.
However,
atcoolingis the radiativeforcingdue to doublingof CO2 wardto account
(Figure5). The significantenhancement
of the COoling
rate tempts (in the published literature) to oversimplify the radifrom the middle stratosphereto lower mesosphere
shownin ativecalculations
haveled to significant
errorsandmisinterFigure5 is due to the increas
e in emission
to spacefrom the pretation of the greenhouseeffects[e.g., NeWelland Dopplick,
wingsof the nonoverlapping
Lorentzianlineswithin the CO2 1979; ldso, 1980].
15-3tmband system.The Verticaldistributionof the cooling
2.1.2. Gases with absorption bands in the 7- to 13-1am
ratepertui'bation
(Figtire5a)islargelygoverned
by theverti- region. The atmosphereis relatively transparentin this speccal temperature
gradient(thetemperature
increases
withalti- tral region, as revealed dramatically in the spectral distritude from 15 to about 50 km and decreasesabove 50 km). bution of the long-wave emissionto spacemeasuredby the
Sincethe 15-#m Planckfunction(i.e.,CO 2 emission)increases Nimbus 3 infrared interferometer spectrometer(IRIS) instru-
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Fig. 5. Computed
changein radiativeheatingratesfor a doublingof CO2' (a) stratosphere-mesosphere
[Felset al.,
1980] and (b) troposphereand lower stratosphere[Ramanathan,1981].

ment (Figure 7). The maximum emissionby the planet occurs CO2 in the followingaspects'(1) the maximumin the local
in the 7- to 13-#m regionwhereroughly70-90% of the radi- heatingrate occursat the tropopauseand (2) the CFC surface
ation emitted by the surfaceand cloudsescapesto space.CH 4, heating(i.e., downwardemissionat the surfacein Table 4) is

equalto thesurface-troposphere
forcing,
whereas
for
N20, and mostotheranthropogenic
tracegases(in particular, almost
thesurface
heatingis onlya smallfractionof
thepolyatomic
trace
gases)
havestrong
absorptiøn
features
in theothergases
effeqtof about
thisspectralregionandhenceare effective
in enhancing
the the tQtaleffect.By scalingthe CFC greenhouse
for a 0 to 1 part per billionby
greenhouse
effect.CH4 and N20, in,their present-day
con- 1.2W m-2'at the tropopause
centrationsof 1.65 and 0.30 parts per million by volume volume(ppby)(eachof Fll and F12) increasewith that (5.4 W

(ppmv),
respectively,
contribute
about
3.5W m-2totheradi- rn-2. seeTable3) for a CO2 doubling,we seethat theradi-

ativeforcingof the surface-troposphere
system,
whichis com- ativeforcingresultingfromthe additionof onemoleculeeach
of Fll and Fi2 is more than that due to the addition of 104
parableto thegreenhouse
effectdueto a doubling
of CO2.
molecules
of CO2. The principalreasonsfor the extremeefThe vertical distributionsof the forcingdue to increasesin

CH4,N20, andCFCsareshown
in Figure8.Thecorrespond-ficiencyof CFCs are as follows' CFC band strengthsare seving radiativeforcingof the surface-troposphere
systemand
that of thesurfacealoneare shownin Table4 for comparison
,

purposes.
The modelresults
shown•in
Figure8 andTable4
areclear-sky
estimates
computed
with a tropicalatmospheric

profile.
Thetropical
profileis Chosen
sinceCFCeffects
on
atmospheric
radiativeheatingratesare a maximumin the
vicinityof the tropicaltropopause
(forexample,
seeDickinson
et al. [1978-]).The surface-troposphere
radiativeforcingfor
globallyaveraged
conditions
is alsosignifi.cantly
smallerthan
the tropicalclear-sky
valuesshownin Table4' for example,
for CO2 doubling,
theclear-sky
tropicalprofileyieldsa value
of 5.4 W m-2 (seeTable 3 and alsoKiehl and Rarnanathan

I

•

thoseof C02 in manyrespects.
Theyall showtropospheric

I

I

2xC02,
Annual

_ '•opospher
_
-

•

[1983,
Table
3])asopposed
toabout
4.2W m=2for-glObally
averaged
conditions.
The CH4 andN20 effects
shownin Figure8 aresimilarto

I

o•

Stratosphere fit =0

•-.x•

0

Stratosphere FDH
I

I

I

I

20
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80

LATITUDE (øN)

heatingand stratospheric
cooling.Furthermore,
the surface Fig. 6. Separate contributions from the troposphere and the
radiativeheating(i.e.,downwardemissionat the surface)is stratosphereto the total heatingof the surface-troposphere
sys.
tem,
onlya smallfractionof the total greenhouse
effect,as i,nthe due to doubledCO 2, for annual mean conditions.The stratosphere
contributionis givenby the increas.e
in the downwardradiativeflux
caseOf CO2. HoWever,
the enhancements
in stratospheric
from the stratosphere.
Stratospheric
temperatures
are heldfixedas

coolingratesfor CH4 and N20 doublingare an orderof CO2 is increased
for the AT = 0 curve,whereastheyare allowedto
magnitude
smallerthanthat for a doublingof CO2.
changeaccordingto the fixed dynamicalheatingassumptionfor the
The CFC effectsdiffer significantlyfrom CH 4, N20, and fixed dynamicalheating(FDH) curve.[Rarnanathanet al., 1979].
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TABLE 2. Long-Wave
andSolarBandsof CO2

-•

15o

Spectral
Region,
•u •,

Band Type

#m

•oo

z

Long-Wave Bands
12-18

Fundamental, isotopic,and hot bands
(total of 76 bands).

10

Two hot bands(9.4- and 10.4-#mregion).

7.6

Isotopic bands.

Others

50

I

0

Solar Bands
4.3

n- •

25.0

FunOam,ental,
isotopic,and hot bands(seeDickinson
[1972] for a listingof the numberof bandsin each
spectralregion).
There are numero•uscombinationand overtonebands
between1 and 3 #m. SeeDickinson[1972] for
more details.

16.7

12.5

I0.0

81::5

7.1

6.2

WAVELENGTH

Fig. 7. Sample spectra from the IRIS

instrument onboard

Nimbus 3 satellite. The dashed lines indicate the effective radiation

temperature.fordifferentwavelengths[Hanel et al., 1972].

perature via two competing processes'more solar radiation is
transmitted to the surface-tropospheresystem, thereby coneral times strongerthan thoseof CO 2 (seeTables la and lb); tributing to a surface warming; on the other hand, the cooler
CFC absorption increases linearly with its concentration,
stratosphere(owing to decreasedsolar and long-wave absorpwhereasthe CO2 greenhouse
effectscaleslogari.thmically
with tion) emits less to the troposphere,which would tend to cool
the CO: amount; and CFC abso.rptionoccursin the atmo- the surface. The solar warming and the long-wave cooling
sphericwindow(seeWMO [1982] for furtherdiscussiø.ns).
effects are comparable in magnitude, and .the magnitude as
well as the sign of the net effect dependsvery cr!tically on the
2.2. Greenhouse
GasesWith StrongSolar Absorption'0 3
magnitude of the stratospherictemperaturechangewhich in
On a globalannualaverage,stratospheric0 3 absorbsabout turn dependsstrongly on latitude and season.
12 W m -• of solar radiation and abou.t 8 W m -• of 9- to
The magnitude of the long-wave cooling effect depends on
10-/•m radiation emitted by the surface-tropospheresystem the altitude of 03 reduction,whereasthe magnitudeof the
[Rarnanathan and Dickinson, 1979]. It also emits about 4 W solar warming effect dependssolely on the reduction in total

m -e (2.5 W m -2 up to spaceand 1.5 W m-• down to the column amount. Consequently,changesin stratospheric03
troposphere).Thus stratospheric0 3 contributesto a net heat- canhavedifferenteffectson the surfacetemperature,
depend!ng of the stratosphere
whichis balancedby long-wavecool- ing on the verticaldistributionof the 03 change.This depening due to COe and HeO. In effect,stratospheric0 3 helps dence is revealed in Figure 10, which shows the computed
modulate the solar and long-wave fluxes to the troposphere changein surface-troposphere
radiative heatingfor two differ[Rarnanathan and Dickinson,1979].
ent profiles of 03 change.While the uniform 03 reduction

The largestimpactof stratospheric
0 3 changeis felt in the

stratosphere
itself(Figure9). Thesolarheating
ratep?turbation peaksin the vicinity of the stratopause.With respectto

the long-waveheatingrate perturbation(Figure 9b), 0 3 reduction causesa decreasein the lower strat0sphericheating
rates(due to decreasedabsorption of surfaceemission)and an
increasein the middle to upper stratosphereheatingrates (due
to decreasedemission).
A reductionin stratospheric03 can modifythe surfacetem-

TABLE 3. Effectsof 12-to 18-#mH:O Absorption
on the
Radiative
ForcingDueto CO: DoublingforClearSkyTropical
Atmosphere
Conditions
Radiative

Forcing,
Comments

Surface-Troposphere
Heating

CO2 only
CO: + H:O lines
COe q-H20 linesq-continuum

6.4
5.9
5.4

Changein the net
long-wave
flux at
the tropopause•.

SurfaceHeating
CO2 only
6.9
CO: q- H20 lines
3.6
CO 2 + H:O lines+ continuum
0.4

Increase in the
downward emission.

From Kiehl andRamanathan[1983],

leadsto a netradiative
cooling,
thenonuniform
03 ch'ange
profile (denoted by CFM in Figure 10b) leads to a net increase
in the heating. For the CFM perturbation most of the decreasein 03 occur•sin the upper stratosphereand hencethe
reduction in long-waveemission(due to stratosphericcooling)
is not "felt" by the tropospherewith the result that the solar
warming dominatesover the long-wavecoolingeffect.
Since the net effect on troposphericradiative forcing is obtained as a differencebetween solar and long-wave effects,it
dependsstrongly on latitude and season.In middle to higher
latitudes, even the sign of the effect depends on season(for
example, seethe CFM curve in Figure 10).
Although the tropospherecontains only about 10% of the

total 03 , the long-waveopacity of presenttropospheric03
amountsis nearlythe sameas that of presentstratospheric
03
amounts(owingto the pressurebroadeningeffectson the 03
9.6-#m band line shape).Furthermore, both solar and longwave effectsof tropospheric03 changeinfluencethe surface
temperaturein the samedirection,in contrastto the opposing
solar and long-waveradiative effectsinduced by Stratospheric
03 change.As a result, surfacetemperatureis significantly
more sensitiveto changesin tropospheric03 than to stratospheric03 changes.In fact, for a uniform 03 change,tropospheric03 changeis about 2 to 3 timesas effectiveas stratospheric 03 change in altering the radiative forcing (for
example, seeTable 5).
The strong dependence of the computed surface temper-
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Fig. 8. Computed changein radiative heating rates (AQ) due to trace gas increaseThe calculationsare for clear-sky
conditions and employ a tropical profile. The resultscited refer to calculationsperformed by J. T. Kiehl employing the
narrow-band model describedby Rarnaswarnyand Kiehl [1985].

ature changeto the altitude and latitude of 0 3 perturbationis
summarized in Figure 11 (adapted from Wang et al. [1980]).
This figure shows the computed surface temperature change
(per (cm atm)sx•, of 0 3 change)as a functionof the altitude at
which 03 is perturbed. For both the tropical and the midlatitude profiles, the computed surface temperature change is
most sensitive to ozone change (on a per molecule basis)
within the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The
larger sensitivity of the tropical profile is mainly due to the
warmer tropical surface temperature and the colder tropical
tropopause temperature, both of which tend to maximize the

greenhouseeffectof O3.
2.3. Additivenessof the GreenhouseEffects

trendsof surface-troposphere-stratosphere
temperaturebefore
we can identify the role of trace gaseson long-term (decadal)
climate trends.The above necessityis the primary motivation
for including a brief discussionon aerosols in the present
study.
A detailed descriptionof our current understandingof aerosol effects on climate can be found in the work by the World
Climate Research Programme (WCP) [1983]. Aerosols can
impact climate either directly by absorption and scatteringof
solar and long-waveradiation or indirectly by altering optical
properties of clouds [Twomey et al., 1984]. The aerosolclimate problem is so complicated that after decades of researchit is still difficult to make any general statementsabout
whether aerosols cool or warm the climate. However, the

The question to be addressedhere is, would the computed direct radiative effects are relatively better understood than
change in tropospheric radiative forcing due to the simulta- the indirect effects[Lenoble, 1984], and hence we will focus on
neous addition of two or more gasesto the atmospherebe the the direct radiative effectsof aerosols.With respectto climate
same as that of summing up the effects of adding each gas change,aerosolsof volcanic origin in the stratosphereand of
separately? This question arises because the absorption fea- anthropogenicorigin in the tropospherehave the potential for
tures of several gasesappear in the same spectral region. For influencing temperature trends within the stratosphere and
example,the CF,•, CH,•, and N20 bands occur in the 6- to troposphereon time scalesranging from a few years to several
8-/•m region; N20 bands in the 15-/•m region overlap with decades.
The visible optical depth of the background stratospheric
CO2 bands; CFC bands overlap with 0 3 bands; etc. To a
large extent, model calculations show that the error involved aerosolsis of the order of 0.01 or lessand hence has a negligiin the additive assumptionis of the order of 10% (V. Ramana- ble impact on climate [WCP, 1983]. The background tropothan, unpublished calculations, 1986).
spheric aerosol is estimated (by climate models) to cause a
The above conclusion becomes invalid once one or more of
global surface cooling of about 1 to 3 K [see WCP, 1983,
the added gasesalters a radiatively active constituent through Table 2.2]. However, small changes in the assumed optical
chemicalinteractions.For example,both CFCs and CH 2 in- properties of aerosols (for example, single scattering albedo
fluence0 3 through chemistry.CH,• is estimatedto lead to an
increasein 0 3 in the upper troposphereand lower stratosphere, whereas an increasein CFCs would lead to a decrease
in 03 in the stratosphere.Simultaneousaddition of CH,• and TABLE 4. Surface-TroposphereRadiative Forcing Due to Increase
in CH,•, N20, and CFCs for Clear-SkyTropicalProfile
CFCs may not produce the same changein the vertical profile
of 0 3 as that obtainedby superpositionof the individual 0 3
CFC 11 and 12
changesproducedby CH,• and CFCs. Sincethe tropospheric
2 x N20 2 x CH,•
(0-2 ppb)
2 X CO2'

effectsdepend on the vertical distributionof the 0 3 perturbation, the validity of the additivenessassumptionneedsto be
examined in the case of trace gasesthat chemically impact
other radiatively active gases.
2.4. Effects of Aerosols

Surface-troposphere 0.7

0.9

1.2

5.38

forcing'•
Surface forcing

0.15

1

0.4

0.12

From Ramaswamyand Kiehl [1985]. Units are in watts per square
meter.

*The CO 2 resultsare taken from Kiehl and Rarnanathan[1983].
Stratospheric aerosolsof volcanic origin undergo episodic
The values given here are taken from their narrow-band Malkmus
variations, while tropospheric aerosolscan undergo episodic model results[see Kiehl and Rarnanathan,1983, Table 3].
or secular variations. It is necessaryto understand the nature
•'Downward stratospheric emission contributes about 10% for
and magnitude of the "signature" of aerosolson the observed N20 and about2% for CH,•and CFCs.
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Fig. 9. Radiativedrives(in Kelvinsper day)for the ozonereductionexperiments'
(a) /•Js,•,the changein shortwave
heatingdueto a :50%ozonereductionand (b) $Q9.6,the changein 9.6-#mO3 bandheatingratedue to a :50%ozone
reduction,with the temperatures
in all casesheldfixedat the controlvalues[Felset el., 1980].

and/or backscatteredfraction; also see Lenoble[1984]) can
changethe computedeffort from coolingto warming.

One of the best documented

and better understood

effects

of volcanicaerosolsis their effect on stratospherictemper-

The stratosphcric volcanic aerosols have been shown to

atures. Stratospheric temperature statisticsrecorded over the

affectthe troposphericclimatein the followingway. Aerosols
producetwo competingeffects:(1) the scatteringand absorption of solar radiation by the aerosolsreducethe solar radiation reachingthe troposphere,and (2) they increasethe atmosphcrc's
long-waveopacity.By decreasing
the direct solar
radiation and increasingthe scatteredradiation, the aerosol
contributionscan cool the troposphere.
The increasedlongwave opacity and solar absorption can also heat the stratosphere.In order to accountfully for aerosoleffectsupon climate,it is necessary
to follow the clouddispersion,the oxidation of SO,_,the changein the sizedistribution,the geographical location, and the height and vertical structureof the aerosol cloud. In order to use this informationeffectivelyin a
model, it is also necessaryto know the aerosolrefractiveindex
[Reck and Hummel,1981], from which the aerosolextinction,
the singlescatteringalbedo,and the asymmetryfactormay be

last two decadesclearlyrevealthe low-latitudewarmingin the
lower stratospherefollowing the eruption of Agung in 1963
and E1 Chichon in 1982 [WCP, 1983]. In the specialcaseof
the effectsof the E1Chichoneruptionof April 4, 1982 [McCormick et al., 1984; Michalsky et al., 1984], isolation of its stratospheric signal from the thermal effectsof the El Nifio event
and the quasi-biennialoscillationindicatesthat a temperature
increaseof 1ø-3øCat 30 mbarsoccurredbetweenthe equator
and 35øN latitude [Labitzke et al., 1983; Quiroz, 1983]. Harshyardhah et al. [1983] used a nine-layer zonally averaged
energy balance model with ice albedo feedback to estimate
that the maximum surface cooling should have been 0.3ø0.4øC, 2.5 years following the eruption. They expected the
largestzonal temperaturechangeto occur around 70øN, with
a value 0.5ø-0.6øC.Their model also predictedan increasein
the reflectedsolar radiation at the top of the atmosphereof

calculated.

about 3-4 W m-'-.
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Fig. 10. Dependence
of computed
change
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verticalprofileof O3
change.(a) The CFM profile is similar to the profile yieldedby photochemical
modelsfor CFC increases.
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computed
changein the net flux at thetropopause
for the CFM profileandfor a 30% uniformO3 reduction
is shown
[Rarnanathanand Dickinson,1979].
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TABLE 5. ComputedSurface-Troposphere
RadiativeForcing Due

to UniformReduction
in 0 3 for GloballyAveraged
Conditions
With
Average Clouds
Radiative

Forcing,*

O3 Perturbation
-25%

in the total column

W m-2
-0.6

to -0.7

Reference
Inferred

-25%

in the stratosphere
in the troposphere

(1) The line-by-line models are in very good agreementwith
each other (within 1% in the computed fluxes).(2) The radiation codes used in climate models differ significantly from
each other. For example, the net radiative flux change (for
clear-sky mid-latitude summer conditions) at the tropopause
due to CO2 doubling(i.e., the radiative forcingof CO 2 dou-

bling) yieldedby the modelsrangedfrom 4.5 to 7.5 W m-2.

from

Hansen et al. [1981]•

-25%
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- 0.1 to - 0.2

Ramanathan

-0.4 to -0.5

Dickinson [ 1979]'{'
Fishman et al. [1979]

and

*The values cited here account for stratospheric temperature

changesto the imposedperturbations.

To give another example, the range in the computed downward flux at the surfacefor a mid-latitude summer atmosphere

(with only water vapor) is about 60 W m -2. (3) Becauseof
large uncertaintiesin H20 line shapesand in the physicsof
the H20 continuum, there is an urgent need to validate lineby-line calculations with accurate laboratory data and with

•'Theseauthorsgiveresultsfor surfacetemperature
changeand the flux measurementsin the atmosphere.
radiativeforcingwasinferredby multiplyingthe temperaturechange
SinceH 20, CO2, and 03 are discussedin great detail in the
with their model sensitivity(i.e., ;t as givenby (1) definedin section
ICRCCM
(1984) study, the present discussion will focus on
3.2.1)whichis about1.4W m-2 K -x
the other trace gaseslisted in Table 1. Climate models gener-

ally employ narrow-band or broadband models for CH,• and
N20 and employs various versionsof the optically thin apEpisodicaerosoldisturbancesin the tropospherehave also
proximations for all other gasesin Table 1.
been shown to lead to regional climatic effects.The most imThe validity of the optically thin approximation is discussed
portant of thesedisturbancesare arctic haze [Porch and Mcin detail in the work by WMO [1982] (seethe appendix by R.
Cracken, 1982], Saharan dust [e.g., Fouquart et al., 1984], and
D. Cess in that report). For concentrations of CFCs (and
urban aerosols [Galindo, 1984]. Among these disturbances,
others in Table 1) of several parts per billion by volume or
arctic haze may turn out to be an important issuefor the trace
less,the optically thin approximation when employed in congas-climate problem for several reasons.First, observations
junction with the exponential sum-fitting method has been
indicate that arctic haze contains large amounts of anthroposhown [Ramanathanet al., 1985] to yield the same accuracyas
genic compounds like soot and sulfuric acid [Blanchet and
the more detailed narrow-band model. The next step is to
List, 1984]. Second,it has been shown recently [Wilkness and
assessthe accuracy of the approaches used in narrow-band
Larson, 1984] that continental air masses(containing soot and and broadband models.
other anthropogenicgases)can be transported over very long
The effect of simplified model approaches can be evaluated
distances(for example, from Asia to the Arctic). Hence the
by intercomparing models of varying complexity. This techarctic haze can exhibit a secular trend in the future. Third, the
nique for evaluating models is illustrated in the Appendix for
arctic haze has a substantial impact on the springtime solar
the % bandof CH,• (locatedat 1300cm-•). The followingis a
heating rates [Porch and MacCracken, 1982]. Under clear-sky
summary of the analysesgiven in the appendix:
conditions the haze layer can enhance the heating rate by as
1. It is possible to define and derive a self-consistent
much as 50%. Since the trace gas effects on tropospheric clinarrow-bandor broadbandmodel that agreesexcellentlywith
mate are also expected to be large in the arctic region (see
line-by-line calculationsboth for homogeneousand for inhosection 5 and 6), the potential effects of the haze on arctic
mogeneousoptical paths (i.e., atmosphericpath).
climate can make it difficult to infer the trace gaseffects.
2. The choice of spectral interval for the narrow-band
In summary, aerosols can produce a sizable "noise" in
model is quite arbitrary. The spectralinterval has to be chosen
meteorologicaldata which makes it very difficult to establisha
by comparingwith line-by-linecalculations.
direct relationship between trace gas increases and climate
3. Line half-width and its temperature dependenceare
change. Perhaps the best hope for assessingaerosol effectsis
to monitor the albedo of the planet from satelliteswith a high
degreeof precision(within 0.1%).
30[•
I
•
2.5.

Current

Status in Trace

Gas Radiative

Midieft

Treatment

Numerous approximations are invoked within climate
models to simplify the treatment of the radiative effects of
trace gases(for example, the use of band models). For example, an international study entitled "The Intercomparison of
Radiation Codes Used in Climate Models (ICRCCM)" undertook the task of comparing clear-sky long-wave fluxes and
cooling rates computed by the about 40 radiation models including line-by-line, narrow-band, and broadband models (see
the appendix for further discussionof the band models). The
results of this study have been published as a World Climate
Research Programme report by Luther and Fouquart [1984],
and this report will be referred to as ICRCCM (1984). The
principal findings of the ICRCCM (1984) study, which focused
on clear-sky long-wave calculationsfor H20, CO2, and O3
are given below.

ude
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Fig. 11. Computedchangein surfacetemperature(per unit local

O 3 change)as a functionof altitudeat whichO 3 is perturbed.The
surfacetemperaturesensitivitycurve is shownfor mid-latitude(solid
curve) and tropical (dashedcurve) atmosphereconditions[Wang et
al., 1980].
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available for only a minor fraction of the several thousand
lines within each band. The lack of this data is a major source
of uncertainty in line-by-line calculations.
For CFCs and all other gasesexcept CH,• and N20, the
relevant narrow-band model parameters are unavailable. Even
the integrated band strengthsare unavailable for many potentially important gasessuch as F l13 and F l14. Furthermore,
for many of the gasesthe hot bands (i.e., bands for which the
lower vibrational states is an excited state) overlap strongly
with the fundamental bands (for example, Varanasi and Ko
[1977] for Fll and F12). In such instancesit is important to
determine the strengths of the hot bands for accurate modeling of the opacitiesin band models.
3.

THEORY AND MODELS

3.1. StratosphericResponseto Perturbations

INTERACTIONS

more focused research activities. Without improved understanding and modeling capability in all components of the
problem, the power of more comprehensive modeling treatment tends to be diminished.

These difficulties are amplified by the very serious uncertainties in the projected changesin atmospheric trace constituent amounts. In order to explore such problems, typically, a
generousrange of possibilities(scenarios)is considered.

This situation has led to a wide variety of modeling approaches,all of which work to reduce the complexity of the
problem and emphasize various sets of scientific questions.
Some of thesemodeling approachesare surveyedbelow.
3.1.1. Role of radiative-photochemical-diffusive
models.The
simplest approach that comes close to allowing an understanding of the complex interactions among radiation, photochemical, and transport processes is the so-called onedimensional

model.

These

models

allow

no horizontal

vari-

The studyof climaticimpactswithin the stratosphereowing
to added trace constituentsis of special interest for several
reasons.First, for reasonableprojectionsof future trace constituent distributions,the expectedtemperaturechangesin the
upper stratosphereare nearly an order of magnitude greater
than the expected surface changes.Second, these expected
temperature changesare essentiallyindependentof ocean temperature changesand cloud feedback effects.Both processes
are a source of considerableuncertainty in assessingtropo-

ations and thus may logically be consideredto representglobally averaged (in the horizontal) conditions. Historically,
however, they often have been used to represent local conditions, usually at some appropriate "midpoint" latitude such
as 30øN. Historically, the one-dimensional models have usually considered only photochemical problems, with the required transport being parameterized by carefully chosen but
empirical "eddy" diffusion coefficients [e.g., McElroy et al.,

sphericclimate change.
Climate changein the stratosphericis also different because
temperature change there is coupled directly with photochemicalprocesses.
The strongestlink is with the temperature
dependenceof the equilibrium ozone. For example, the cooling effect of increasingCO 2 in the upper stratospheresuperficially involves virtually no chemistry.However, as temperatures drop, ozone amounts increase,leading to a local heating effect.This is an important negativefeedback.In addition,

Such one-dimensionalmodels have been shown to be very
powerful tools for understanding complex chemical feedback
in spite of their simplicity. Moreover, they have served as the
basic tool for most of the previous assessmentsof the expected
impacts on stratospheric ozone changes due to various anthropogenic activities [e.g., National Research Council, 1979].
Typically, thesemodelshave prescribedtemperaturesand thus
have only indirect implications for stratospheric climate
changes.
More recently, some investigators have begun efforts to
couple these chemically oriented one-dimensionalmodels with
the Manabe and Wetheraid [1967] type radiative-convective

increasesof the trace gases,particularlyCH,•, H20, N20, and
chlorofluorocarbons,
tend to lead to 0 3 decreases(and cooling effects) in the upper stratosphere. However, such local
decreasesof 03 affect the incomingsolar ultraviolet radiation
such that greater penetration into the lower stratosphere
would be allowed. This acts to increaselocal heating there but

more importantly, increasesproduction of 03 below. This
processproducesa very significant"self-healing"effect on the
total O2 column while leading to significant changesin the
shape of the ozone profile. This, in turn, affectsthe local tem-

1974; Hunten, 1975].

one-dimensional

climate

models.

These

include

Luther

et al.

[1977] and Boughner[1978].
To date, the main concern has been with including the effects of climatic feedback on calculated ozone changes.As the

effectsof radiatively important trace speciesother than CO 2
become the object of more serious climatic attention, the inclusion of photochemicalfeedbacksin the climate systemwill

perature.

gain more researchattention. However, in such casesthe limi-

The almost bewildering array of interactive feedback processesin the stratosphereimplies that they can be understood
only through careful, self-consistentmodeling of the radiativephotochemical-dynamicalsystem. Ultimately, this modeling
must be done with fully interactive, time-dependent, three-

tations

of the one-dimensional

model

framework

will become

more severe. This is particularly so for the calculation of
chemical-climatic feedbacks through stratospheric water, a
trace substancewhose spatial distribution seemsto be fundamentally dependent upon three-dimensional processes.
dimensional
models.
3.1.2. Two-dimensional effects. In both climatic and
For a number of reasons, such complete models remain chemical problems there are many physical processesthat at
impractical today. The most well-known reason is the tremenbest are poorly represented in one-dimensional models. The
dous computational requirements for a fully comprehensive next logical step is to construct a two-dimensional model in
model. However, even if such resources were now available,
the meridional-vertical plane. This allows inclusion of many
the current strategy of using a hierarchy of models ranging important sun angle dependentprocesses.Most models in this
from the very simple to the very complex would still be the category have prescribed transport processesin various comappropriate one. This is becausethere remains significant unbinations of zonally symmetricand eddy mechanisms.
certainties in our understanding of many aspects of the
In the past the main concern has been with the problem of
radiative-photochemical-dynamicalsystem.Useful reductions self-consistentprescription of mean and eddy transport proof such uncertainties require a wide range of considerably cesses.Recently, conceptual progress(R. A. Plumb and J. D.
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latitudes of the stratosphereare rather well described by the
FDH limit. For tropical wind systems,however,considerable
dynamical adjustment is expected.They offer a mechanistic
been mainly in the "transport-chemistryonly" models in model that explains why significantdynamical adjustment is
which the transport does not really change as the constituents expectedmainly in the tropics.
The calculationsof Fels et al. [1980] pertain to annual
or the climate of the stratospherechange.
Early attempts to produce self-consistentdynamical re- mean conditionsand may not necessarilyreflect the validity of
sponse in two-dimensional models were given by Vupputuri the FDH model for other seasons(in particular, the winter
play a crucial role in
[1978] and Pyle and Rogers [1980]. In thesemodels the eddy polar regionswhere dynamical process•es
fluxes are essentiallyspecified(usually through local eddy dif- maintaining the thermal structure).Nevertheless,it seemssafe
fusion coefficients),but the meridional circulation is calculated to conclude that on an annual mean basis the stratospheric
self-consistentlyin responseto these fluxes. In a more funda- temperatureres.
ponseto radiative heating perturbationsis
mental sense, these models are not really climate models governedto a largeextentby long-waverad!ativeadjustment
Mahlman, unpublished manuscript, 1986] and semiempirical
successes[e.g., Garcia and Solomon, 1983; Ko et al., 1985;
Guthrie et al., 1984] have been achieved. This progress has

either, sincethe fundamentaleddy forcingremainsprescribed
through large changesin constituents.They might, however,

processes.

capture an important part of the two-dimensional "nondynamical" part of the climatic response to trace constituent
changes.Such models can yield te.mperature changesthat are
very close to the "fixed dynamical heating" (FDH) limit de-

3.2.

scribed in the next section.
.

3.1.3. Three-dimensionaland dynamicaleffects. Since it is
clear that both chemical and dynamical processesare inherently three-dimensional, it is inevitable that three-

dimensionalclimate-chemical
modelswill play an increasing

TroposphereResponseand the Role of Feedbacks

One of the fundamentally important concepts which has
emerged out of the numerous one-, two-, and threedimensional climate model studies is that the surface temperature change is largely determined by the radiative forcing of
the surface-tropospheresystem (i.e., net flux change at the
tropopause).The computedsurfacetemperaturechangeis neither strongly dependent on the vertical distribution of the

nor stronglydepenrole in analysis of such trace gas-climate problems. However, radiativeheatingwithin the troposphere
dent on the manner in which the radiative heating .is partieven as much models are employed, they can provide infortioned between the surface and the troposphere. The reason
mation which at times may show ways in which full threefor the insensitivity of the computed surface temperature
dimensional processesmay not have to be modeled explicitly
changeto the vertical heating distribution has been explained
once they are well understood.For example,the work of Mahlin the introdu,ction to section 2.
man et al. [1986] indicates that all long-lived stratospheric
The model resultsthat helped forge this concept are numergasesexhibitpredictablestruct•ure,
providedthat the complete
ous,
and only a few examples will be given below' (1) The
three-dimensional structure is solved for one of them and the
radiative forcing of the surface-tropospheresystem due to a
chemistry of each of the gases of interest is known. In this
2% increasein solar insolation and due to a CO: doubling
context it is likely that full three-dimensional solutions will

agr0ewithin about 10%. But the partitioningof this forcingin
terms of surfaceforcing and troposphericforcing is vastly difactive gasesthat may influence climate.
ferent. Yet, almost all climate model studies, including the
In the context of predict.ingstratosphericclimate change,it
general circulation model studies [e.g., Wetheraid and
is of interest to inquire whether o,r not three-dimensional
Manabe, 1975' Hansen et al., 1984], show that the computed
models are really required. The answer to this probably can be
surface temperatureschange for the 2% sola.r radiation insuppliedonly with a properly posedthree-dimensionalmodel.
creaseis within 10% of that due to CO: doubling. (2) LikeAn early attempt in this regard was offered by Fels et al.
wise, as shown in section 2, the vertical distribution of the
[1980]. They pointed out that there are ,two possibleextremes
radiative heating due to CFCs and CH 4 or CO: are drastiof stratosphericclimatic responsesto changesin trace constitcally different. Yet, the computed surfacetemperature change
uents.These are (1) "dynamicaladjustment"and (2) "radiative
due to the individual gasesscalesalmost linearly with respect
adjustment." For dynamical adjustment the net dynamical
to their radiative forcing of the surface-tropospheresystem.
heating (sum of adiabatic heating mechanismsin the thermoThe conclusionsderived from these studiesapply only to small
dynamic equation) adjusts so that the temperature doesn't
deviations from the observedclimate and should not be generchange. For radiative adjustment (see also Fels and Kaplan
alized to large perturbations.
[1975] and Ramanathan and Dickinson [1979]) the temperThree different types of climate models have been used to
ature changes so that the net dynamical heating doesn't
compute the climate change due to trace gas perturbations'
change.
energy balance models (EBMs), radiative-convectivemodels
Since the net dynamical heating is a function of the degree
(RCMs), and generalcirculationmodels(GCMs).
to which the stratosphereis dynamically forced, radiative ad3.2.1. Energy balance models' the zero climate feedback
justment means in this context that no further changes in
limit. The conceptof surface-troposphere
radiative forcing is
dynamical forcing occur as a result of changing trace constitparticularly usefulfor inferring the role of feedbackprocesses,
uents. This is why Fels et al. [1980] refer to this as the fixed since it enables the problem to be formulated in terms of a
dynamical heating limit. The attractive feature of the FDH
zero-dimensionalclimate model. Denoting the perturbation in
limit (if valid) is that in principle, climatic calculations can be
surface-troposphere
radiative heating (i.e., the radiative forcperformed with purely radiative models. However, this reing) as AQ, the surfacetemperaturechangeATs can be related
quires that such radiative models perturb about realistic atto AQ by the relation [Dickinson,1985]
mosphericstructure (either real or modeled).The experiments
AT• = AQ//I
(1)
of Fels et al. [1980] suggeststrongly that middle and high
not be requiredfor eachof the ever growinglist of radiatively

ß
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where ,• is referred to as the climate feedback parameter. The
net (solar plus long-wave) radiative forcing, AQ, is the net
(down minus up) radiative flux changeat the t.ropopausedue

are frequentlyidenticalto thoseusedin GCMs. The vertical
heat redistributionby convectiveatmosphericmotions is

to the trace gas change.The changein the 'net flux is com-

of the atmosphere
is preventedfrom exceeding
somegiven

modeledas an adjustmentwherebythe temperaturelapserate

putedby holdingthesurface
andtropospheric
temperaturesvalue. The amount of water vapor is determinedin RCMs
fixed at the referencevalue but allowing the stratospherictem-

either by prescrib!ngthe absolutehumidityor the relative

peraturesto come to equilibrium with the radiative heating humidity;in the latter casethe amountof water vapor inperturbation. These subtle requirements of computing AQ creases(decreases)with increasing(decreasing)temperature.
have been ignored at times (in the literature) with catastrophic
errors. For example,(1) has been applied by estimatingAQ at

Finally,.thefractionalcloudiness
andthe temperature
or alti-

to4 [seeRarnanathan,
1981]Orbyestimating
AQatthetopof

tude of the cloudtopsare eitherprescribedor predicted.
The zero climate feedbacklimit in the RCM is obtained by
prescribingthe lapse rate, absolutehumidity, and planetary

the atmosphe[ewithout allowingthe stratos.
phereto cometo

albedoand by holdingthemfixedas surfaceand atmospheric

thesurface,
whichtendsto.underestimate
ATsby a factorof 2

equilibriu
m,whichtends
to underesfimat.e
ATsbya factorof2 temperaturesvary. The Computedsurfacetemperaturechange
(seethe discussionsby Schneider[1975]).
for the zeroclimatefeedback
case,(ATe)
0, generally
ranges
In general,•, estimatedby the hierarchyof simpleand sophisticatedclimatemodelsliesin the rangeof

from 1.2K [Hansenet al., 1984]to 1'.3K [Manabe and Wetheraid, 1967; Ramanathan, 1981]. Both of these values are

reasonablycloseto the value of 1.1 K obtainedfrom the
zero,dimension_al
EBM (section3.2.!).Hence(ATe)
0 is a nearly
For the simplestcasein which the earth-a,tmosphere
system model-independent
parameterand is a usefulmeasure.
of the
! <J.<4Wm-2

K -•

radiates as a blackbody with an effectiveradiating temper-

radiative forcingdue tO a givenchangein atmosphericcompo-

atureof 254 K, J.= 4aT3(= 3.7 W m-2 K-•). For thiscasea

sition.

doubling
of CO2(notethatAQ• 4.2W m-2) wouldyielda

To indicate the importance of the climate feedback pro-

surfacewarmingof about 1.1 K. This simplemodelimplicitly cesseslisted in Table 6, we introduce a climate feedback factor
assumes
that the troposphere
and surfaceare coupledso that F which is defined as
the same•temperature
changeoccursin the troposphereor at
= aTd(a T)o
(2)
the surface,i.e.,the lapserateis assumed
to be an invariantof
climate.More importantly,thismodelignoresall climatefeed- where AT• is the changein surfaceair temperaturewith the
backprocesses
involvingtemperature,
humidity,clouds,and feedback.The (ATe)
o, ATe,and F obtainedfor CO 2 doubling
others.The only feedbackthis modelincludesis the negative with varioushypothesizedfeedbacksare shownin Table 6.
feedbackbetweentemperatureand long-waveemission[Dickinson,1982]. Hence the climate responseobtained from a TABLE 6. Feedback Analysis Using the Oregon State University
Two-Layer RCM
model with fixed lapserate, fixed atmosphericcomposition,
and fixed planetarryalbedois referredto as the zero climate
Feedback
T•(1 x CO 2),
A T•,
feedbackcase,and the changein surfacetemperaturefor this
Mechanism
øC
øC
F*
caseis denotedby (ATs)0.

The EBM givenby (1) imposesthe energybalanceat the
top of the tropopause.
There are also surfaceenergybalance
models(SEBMs) which solvefor ATs by imposingsurface
energybalance.A recentreviewby Schlesinger
and Mitchell
[1985] showsthat a widerangeof valu.es
for J,may be obtained(0.3 to 10 W m-2 K-t) for SEBMs,depending
upon
modelingassumptions.
In severalcaseswherethe ,• is outside
the rangeof 1 to 4 W m-2 K-x, the causehasbeentracedto
the assumptions
that violatedthe firstlawof thermodynamics
[Cess and Potter, 1984].
There are also one-dimensional (latitude) and twoß

dimensional(latitudeand altitude)EBMs whichhave played
an importantrole in illustratingthe magnitudeof severalclimate feedbacks.The one-dimensional EBM s are reviewed by

North et al. [1981], and the two-dimensionalmodelsare describedby Penget al. [1982] and Gutowskiet al. [1985].
3.2.2. Radiative-convective models. Radiative-convective

None [(ATs)o]t
Water vapors

15.28
14.53

1.35
1.94

Lapserate{}
Cloud temperaturell

9.53
15.28

0.88
1.73

1.4
0.7
1.3

Cloud cover

15.28

1.38

1.0

Cloud optical depthô

15.28

1.39

1.0

Surface albedo**

15.43

1.56

1.2

9.38

1.19

0.9

14.20
15.12
15.39

2.79
1.81
1.70

2.1
1.3
1.3

Surface albedo**

14.58

2.39

1.8

Water vapor,S
cloudtemperature,
ll

14.14

3.85

Water vapors and
lapse rate{}

Cloud temperaturell
Cloud coverSS
Cloud opticaldepthô

and surface albedo**

From M• E. Schlesinger(private communication,1986).
*r = a•/(a•)o.

•'(AT•)oiscalculated
by theRCM withoutfeedbacks.
SWiththe fixedrc!ativchumidityprofileof ManabeandWetheraid

modelsdeterminethe equilibriumverticaltemperature
distri-

[1967].

'

and-surface albedo. An RCM

ôWith variableopticaldepthz prescribedsimilarlyto that of Wang
et al. [1981] and cloud albedo, abs0rptivity,and transmissivityparameterized
in termsof x, followingStephens
et al. [1984].

the moist adiabatic lapse rate.
butionforanatmospheric
column.
andit• underlying
surface {}With
IIWithfixedcloudtemperature
prescribed
equalto thatof the 1
forgiveninsolation
andprescribed
atmospheric
compositionx CO 2 simulationwith no feedback.

includes submodels for the

transferof solar and 10ng-waVe
radiation,the turbulentheat
transfer between the earth's surfaceand the atmosphere,the
vertical redistributionof heat within the atmosphereby dry or

moist convection,the atmosphericwater vapor content,and
cloud amount. The radiative transfer models used in RCMs

**With variablesurfacealbedoprescr!bed
as by WangandStone
[1980].

SSWithvariablecloudcoverprescribedsimilarlyto that of Wanget
al. [1981] andcloudalbedo,absorptivity,
andtransmissivity.
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The water vapor feedback(secondrow in Table 6) is one of
the better understoodfeedbackprocessesand was introduced
in the RCM by Manabe and Wetherald [1967] on the basisof
'the fact that the observedzonally averaged relative humidity
is quite insensitiveto seasonalchangesin temperatures.With
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TABLE 7. Surface Air Temperature Change Induced by a Doubled
CO 2 Concentration as Simulated by Selected General Circulation
Models

Reference

ATe,K

Manabe and Wetherald [1975]

fixedrelativehumiditythe watervaporamountincreases
with

2.9

Manabe and Wetherald [1980]
3.0
an increasein surfacetemperatureaccordingto the ClausiusSchlesinger[1983]
2.0
Clapeyron relation. Since H20 is the most important greenWashington and Meehl [1983]
1.3
house constituent,the H20-T s feedbackincreasescomputed
Washingtonand Meehl [1984]
3.5
Hansen et al. [1984]
4.2*
ATs by roughly 50 to 80%, dependingon the model [see
S. Manabe and R. T. Wetheraldt
4.0
Manabe and Wetherald, 1967] (see also the review paper by
Ramanathan and Coakley [1978] and F in Table 6). The in*This version of the Hansen et al. GCM
has less sea ice than
creasedsolar absorptionby H20 contributesroughly 10% to observed. They also report results with an alternate version of the
GCM which was roughly 15% more sea ice than observed, and this
the H20- T• feedback.
Other parameterssuch as lapse rate, cloud top temperature, "alternate"versionyieldeda AT• of 4.8 K.
tUnpublished study. SeeSchlesingerand Mitchell [1985].
and cloud cover will have a significantimpact on ;•. The numbers in Table 6 indicate the potential. importance of these
feedbacks.However, the magnitude and even the sign in some performed with atmospheric GCMs coupled to a swamp
instances(for example,clouds)of thesefeedbacksare not well ocean model which has zero heat capacity and no horizontal
known.
or vertical heat transports. These coupled atmospheric
Another important feedback concerns the snow and ice GCM/swamp oceanmodelsare run without a seasonalinsoalbedofeedback.With an increasein surfacetemperature, lation cycle to prevent the freezing of the ocean in the latisnow and ice cover will melt, which may lead to a decreasein tudesof thee
polarnight.Thelastthreestudies
wereperformed
the areal

extent

of snow

and ice cover'

this will

lead to a

decreasein surfacealbedo and a correspondingincreasein the
absorbed solar radiation. This positive feedback has been the
subjectof scoresof EBM, RCM, and GCM studies.Generally,
accordingto Dickinson[1985], severalmodels have converged
to the conclusionthat the ice albedo feedbackamplifiesglobal

averageATs by about 15% (also seelast column of Table 6)'
note, however, that the magnitude of amplification by any one
feedback dependson the pther feedbacksincluded. It should
also be noted that the ice albedo feedback has a significant
impact on polar surfacetemperaturechange.
3.2.3. General circulation models. The principal prognostic variables of an atmospheric GCM are the temperature,
horizontal velocity, and surfacepressure,which are governed
by the thermodynamic energy equation, the horizontal mo-

withatmospheric
GC'Mscoupled
to a fixed-depth
mixedlayer
ocean model which has heat capacity, prescribed horizontal
heat transports (zero except in the work by Hansen et al.
[1984]), and no vertical heat transports.These coupled atmospheric GCM fixed-depth mixed layer ocean models are run
with the seasonalinsolation cycle.
Table

7 shows that

the models

without

the seasonal

inso-

lation cycle give surfaceair temperature warmings of 1.3 to 3.0
K for a doubling of CO 2, while the modelswith the seasonal
insolation cycle give annual averagewarmings of 3.5 to 4.2 K

(alsoseefootnotes
in Table7). It is difficultto identifythe
specificcausesfor the wide range of surfaceair temperature
warming simulated by th.e models with a swamp ocean, because these models differ in geographical domain, land/ocean

distribution,and orographyas well as in their treatmentof

mentum
equation,
andthesurface
pressure
tendency
equation, clouds, snow, and sea ice [Schlesinger, 1984]. It is therefore
respectively.With the mass continuity equation and the hydrostatic approximation and appropriate boundary conditions, theseequationsform a closedsystemfor an adiabatic
and frictionlessatmosphere.But the generalcirculationof the
atmosphereis the large-scale,thermally driven field of motion
in which there are interactions between the heating and
motion fields. Therefore several additional prognostic variables, with correspondinggoverning equations and appropriate boundary conditions, must be added to simulate the heat-

ing.Ofthese
the'most
important
isthewatervapor,
which
is

surprising, but gratifying, that the three simulations with the
atmospheric GCM/fixed-depth mixed layer ocean model
having a global domain, realistic land/ocean distributions and
orography, and interactive clouds produce comparable global
mean surfaceair temperaturewarmings.
3.2.4. Importance of cloudfeedback. One of the least un-

derstood
andpotentially
important
feedbacks
isthe feedback
involving
clouds.
Theissues
to beaddressed
arethreefold.
The
first concernsthe responseof cloud cover,cloud base,and

cloud tops to temperature changes;the second concernsthe
change in cloud radiative properties (i.e., albedo and emissiw
atmosphereis largely heated by •he underlyingsurface ity); and the last is the relationshipbetweenthe above changes
through the exchangeof sensibleand latent heat, and because and the radiative forcing due to the clouds. The limited
snowlying on the groundcanhavea largeinfluence
on the number of studies on this tough problem have led to the
surface
albedo,the groundtemperature,
soilmoisture,
and following conflictinginferences.Empirical studiesusing satelmass of snow on the ground are prognostic variables, gov- lite radiation budget data in conjunction with cloud cover
erned by energy, Water, and snow budget equations for the data have indicated that even if cloud cover changessubstanground. In addition to the prognostic variables, GCMs have tially, the radiative changeswould be negligible[Cess, !976].
many diagnosticvariables,amongwhich cloudsmay be one of Similar empirical studies,but using different satellite data sets
the most important.
[see Cess et al., 1982], have suggestedthat an increase (deThe equilibriumchangesin surfaceair temperatureA Tssim- crease)in clouds would lead to a large radiative cooling (heatulated by seven selectedGCMs for a doubled CO2 con- ing). The implication of these studiesis that an increase(decentration are presentedin Table 7. The first five studieswere crease) of global average clouds by about 4%, i.e., from 50%

governed
bythewatervaporcontinuity
equation.
Because
the
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Fig..12. Temperature
change
dueto 50%ozonereduction
assimulated
by(a)theFDH modeland(b)theGCM [Felset
at., 1980].

to 54% (or decreaseto 46%), would be sufficientto ameliorate
(amplify) the CO2 effect by a factor of 2 or more. Recent
GCM studies[Hansen et al., 1984; Washingtonand Meehl,

chemistry[Hameed et al., 1980' Callis et al., 1983' WMO,
1982].

The increasein H20 can lead to increasedproductionof
troposphericOH which,in turn, may lead to enhancedoxida-

1984'1,
on the otherhand,indicatethat cloudfeedbackamplifiesthe CO2 warmingby about 25 to 50%.

tion of CH,•,CO, and O3 (seeFigure4), and possibly
other
The GCM studies
havelargelyignoredtheso-called
cloud chemicals.SinceOH playsa dominantrole as a cleansing

opticsfeedback[Charlock,1982' SomervilleandRemer,1984].

In thisfeedback
the clot•dliquidwaterincreases
with an in-

agentof tropospheric
pollutants,surface-troposphere
temperature changes(throughthe H20 feedback).canhavesubstan-

creasein T• such that the cloud albedo increaseswith an in- .tialinfluence
on the concentration
of othergreenhouse
gases
creasein T•.The increasein cloudalbedoprovidesa negative (for example,O 3 and CH,0 in the troposphere.
The natureand
feedback.RCM calculations[Charlock, 1982; Somervilleand magnitudeof this climate-chemistry
feedbackis discussed
in
Remer, 1984] suggestthat the cloud optics feedbackmay section 4.
reduceA T• by a factor of 1.5 to 2.
The secondimportantrole of H20 feedbackconcernsthe

Thefundamental
difficulty
in thewayof realistic
attackon interactionsbetweenlow-latitudetropopausetemperatures
the cloud problemis the fact that the processes
that govern and stratospheric
H20. The directradiativeforcingof trace
cloud formations and their radiative effects occur on scales gasessuchas CFCs and O 3 are Particularlylarge in the vicinrangingfrom severalmetersto severaltensof kilometers.
The- ity of the tropicaltropopause
(Figures8 and 9). Furthermore,
oretical, modeling, and observationalbreakthroughsare GCM resultsreveal a large change.in tropical tropopause
ß

needed
to bridgethegapbetween
thespatialscales
of climate temperatures
.inresponse
to O3 change
(Figure12)or to CFCs
[Dickinsonet al., 1978]. Sincethe stratospheric
H20 con.

models and the scales of cloud formation. In the interim we

have to acknowledgethe potentially large source of uncer- .centration
is believedto dependcriticallyon thistemperature,
tainty in model estimatesof climate sensitivityand explore substantial
cooling(or warming)of the tropopause
may lead
imaginativewaysof verifyingmodelsensitivitywith observa- to substantially
drier(or wetter)stratosphere.
tions.

3.3. Implicationsof H20-Climate Feedback
Most climate models and, in particular, all of the GCMs

Largechanges
in stratospheric
watervapor.haveimportant
radiativeandchemical
consequences.
For example,
a doubling
of stratospheric
H20 from 3 to 6 ppm can lead to a 0.6 K
surfacewarming[Wang et al., 1976].SinceH20 is a controlling factorin stratospheric
HO•, chemistry[Liu et al., 1976],
alteredstratospheric
H20 can also influencestratospheric

indicatethat an increasein troposphericwater vapor content concentrations
of O3 and CH,•.
will accompanythe greenhousewarming of trace gases.The

increase
in•H20 is•a strongfunctionof'latitudea•d altitude
ranging from 5 to 15% in the low latitudes to as much as 50%

4.

EFFECTSON ATMOSPHERICAND SURFACETEMPERATURES

Most of the tracegasesthat have beendetectedin the atmo-

in the polar regions(for example,seeWashington
andMeehl sphereare listedin Table8 togetherwith information
perti[1984]).As described
earlier(section
3.2),thisH20 feedback nent to their presentlyknown sources,sinks, lifetimes,and
amplifies the surfacewarming by about 50 to 80%. In addi-

presentconcentrations.The direct greenhouseeffectsof these

tion to providingthepositiveclimatefeedback,
theincrease
in gaseswill be discussed
first,to be followedby discussion
of the
tropospericH20 has importantimplicationsto tropospheric effectsarisingfromchemicalperturbations.
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radiative budgetsat both solar and infrared wavelengths.FurMost of the gasesshown in Table 8 have absorption fea- thermore,temperaturechangescan perturb chemistrythrough
the H20 feedback(section3.) These and other examplesare
tures in the long-wave spectrum(seeTables la and lb). Many
of the gases shown in Table 8 have a substantial surface discussedin the following paragraphs.
4.2.1. H20-temperature feedback effects on tropospheric
warming effect at 1 ppbv level (see Figure 13). For reference
chemistry.
As was discussedin section 3.3, climate models
purposes, Figure 13 also shows the surface warming due to
including
6CMs
indicatethat an increasein tropospherichuuniform increasesin tropospheric0 3 between0 and 12.5 km,
midity
accompanies
the computed surface-tropospherewarmCH 4, and N20. All of the gasesshown in Figure 13 have
strong absorption featuresin the window region of 7-13 #m. ing (due to the greenhouseeffectof trace gases).For example,
Bands of gasessuch as CF4 occur in the same wavelengthas a 2 K troposphericwarmingin the RCM (due to CO 2 doubling) leadsto an increaseof H20 that rangesfrom about 10
CH4 and N20 bands.Becauseof this band overlap,CF4, in
to
30% (Figure 14).The increasein H20 can lead to enhanced
spite of having the strongest band (band strength of about
OH production through the reaction [Hameed et al., 1980]
4.1.

Direct Effects

5000cm-2 atm-•; seeTable lb) of the gasesshownin Figure

8, does not have as large a surface warming as some of the
other CFCs. The direct greenhouseeffectshave also been estimated by numerous recent studies [e.g., Briihl and Crutzen,
1984; Wang and Molnar, 1985; Ramanathan et al., 1985;
Owenset al., 1985; Dickinsonand Cicerone, 1986].
The radiative-convectivemodel results for A T• due to increasesin CFCs, CH4, and N20 have differed significantly
among models. Recent studies [Ramanathan et al., 1985;
Owens et al., 1985] have attempted to clarify the sourcesfor
the discrepancy.For CFCs most of the differenceswere traced
to the use of different spectroscopicdata and to differencesin
model sensitivity. When these results were scaled to the same

model sensitivityof A T• = 2 K for a doublingof CO 2 and to
the most recent CFC band strengthsof Kagann et al. [1983],
all of the models [Ramanathan, 1975; Reck and Fry, 1978;
Lacis et al., 1981; Briihl and Crutzen, 1984; Ramanathan et al.,
1985] except the Owens et al. [1985] and the Wang and
Molnar [1985] models yield a surface warming of 0.55 to 0.6
K for a 0 to 2 ppbv increase in each of F ll and F12. The
Owenset al. and Wang and Molnar modelsyield a AT• of 0.45
K. A similar scalingprocedureof model sensitivity(i.e.,A T• =
2 K for CO 2 doubling)for doublingof CH4 and N20 showsa
spread of about 0.2 to 0.3 K for doubling of CH4 and about
0.35 to 0.45 K for doubling of N20 [see Owenset al., 1985,
Table 9]. These differencesstrongly suggestthe need for an
ICRCCM (1984) type intercomparison study for the trace
gasesshown in Figure 13.
It is important to note that increasinglevels of these gases
are essentiallyadditive and have the potential to add directly
and significantly to the greenhouseeffect of the present-day
atmosphere. Furthermore, several of the important gases
shown in Table 8 (for example,F13, Fl16, F13B1, and CF4)
have lifetimes in excessof 100 years, and hence if their use
increasesin the future, these gaseshave the potential for a
substantial impact on climate on time scalesof several hunderd years.
4.2.

Indirect Effects

In addition to the direct effects many of the trace gases
perturb temperatures indirectly through physical or chemical
mechanisms

that cause the distributions

or concentrations

of

other optically active constituents to be changed. The nature
of some of the interactions leading to these indirect effects
were shown in Figure 4. Most well known of these is perhaps

(R1)

O(•O) + H20--• 2OH

whichalsoactsas a directlossreactionfor ozoneas O(•D) is
in instantaneousequilibrium with 03. Further loss of ozone
may take place through the reactions

(R2)

OH + O 3--• HO 2 + O 2

(R3)

HO2 + O3--• OH + 20 2

However, at high NO•, level, ozone is efficiently produced
through the catalytical cycle:

(R4)

HO 2 + NO--• NO 2 + OH

(R5)

NO 2 + hv--• NO + O

(R6)

O + 0 2 + M--• 0 3 + M

The main source for HO 2 is OH reacting with CO (see
discussionslater under the CO section) rather than (R2).
Hence (R4) to (R6) lead to a net 0 3 production. However,
becauseof the large observedvariations in troposphericNO
levels,with extremely low values in some remote region, one
could expect either ozone production or ozone destruction as
a result of (R1) to (R6).
TroposphericCH,• levelsmay also be reducedby the reaction

(R7)

CH,• + OH---• CH 3 + H20

For a doubling of CO 2 the one-dimensionallatitudinal
energybalancemodel [Hameedand Cess,1983], with a A T• of
3.1 K, showsa decreasein tropospheric0 3 and CH4 of 11%
and 17%, respectively;the radiative-convectivemodel, with a

AT• of 2 K, computesa decreaseof 5-7% for tropospheric03
and 9-14% for CH 4. Becauseof the nonlinearities in the
H20-T coupling and other nonlinearities in the chemistry,
simultaneousperturbations may exacerbatethe effect (for example, see Figures 15 and 16). For example, a doubling of
CO 2 with a CFC increase(due to steadystateinjectionof F 11
and F12 at the 1977 emission rate) results in a computed
decreaseof about 16% for 03 (seeFigure 15) and about 26%
for CH,• [Callis et al., 1983].
The 0 3 and CH,• changesresultingfrom the H20-T coupling have a negative feedbackeffect on the computed ATe.
For a CO 2 doubling,the computedsurfacewarming decreases
by about 10% with the inclusionof the decreasesin 0 3 and
CH,• [Harneed and Cess, 1983]. All of the results described
above dependvery strongly on the assumedbackgroundlevels
of NO,, [Harneedet al., 1979] (also see Figures 15 and 16),

the stratosphericdestructionof 0 3 due to reaction with chlorine and chlorine oxides formed as a result of stratospheric
photolysis of chlorine-bearing compounds (for example,
CF2C12, CFC13, CC14,and CHsC1). The altered atmospheric
0 3 levels will affect both the troposphericand stratospheric since the ozone formation

as described

above as well as the
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products in the methane oxidation scheme depend on NO
concentrations.

4.2.2. Effects of CO2. Carbon dioxide does not react
chemically to any significant degree in the troposphere or
stratosphere.However, the stratospherictemperature decrease
that is computedto result from a CO 2 increase[Manabe and
Wetheraid, 1967] will alter the reaction rates and can lead to
stratospheric0 3 increases[Boughherand Ramanathan,1975'].
The O 3 increasecan, in turn, have a negativefeedbackon the
CO2-induced stratosphericcooling. Numerous coupled onedimensional model studies [Boughner, 1978; Owens et al.,

1985] have estimatedthis feedback.For a doublingof CO 2
the model calculationsgenerally indicate a column O 3 m.
creaseof 2 to 6% [see Owenset al., 1985, Table 6]. Th• Oa
increase is mainly concentrated above 20 km where t,h• enhanced solar heating (due to O 3 increase)reducesthe stratosphericcooling due to a CO2 increaseby about 20% [Owens

et al., 1985, Figure 7]. The effect of the O3-T feedbackon
surfacetemperature is negligible.
4.2.3. Effects of CH 4. Atmospheric measurementshave

establishedthat troposphericconcentrationsof CH,• have
been increasing [Fraser et al., 1981, 1983; Rasmussenand
Khalil, 1981; Blake et al., 1982; Blake and Rowland, 1985].
Khalil and Rasmussen
[1985] presentdata suggestinga change

of 12 to 30 ppbv yr-• (0.7 to 1.8% per year) during years
unaffected by the El Nifio southern oscillation (ENSO).

During the ENSO yearsthe CH,• levelsbut recoveredrapidly
after the event.

Over longer periods of time, Rinsland et al. [1985], analyzing historical spectra,have inferred a mean annual CH,•
increase over a 30-year period of 1.1% per year within the
tropospherein Europe. By analyzing air trapped in polar ice,
Craig and Chou [1982] and Rasmussenand Khalil [1984] have
extended this record further back in time and have shown that

atmosphericCH,• has beenincreasingfor severalcentur'•,sand
that recent levels are more than double the 0.7 ppmv that
existedprior to this long-term increase.

The observedCH,• increasesrepresentthe net effectdue to
changesin CH,• sourcesand/or sinks.The major sink for atmosphericCH,• is by (R7), with the hydroxyl radical OH.
There is also a minor uptake by dry soils [Seiler and Conrad,
1987]. The sourcesof CH,• are thought to be about 60%
biogenic and 40% abiogenic [Seller and Conrad, 1987]. The
causesfor the global net increasewithin time of CH,• are
thought to be related to increasinglevelsof a variety of activities associatedwith global population growth (for example,
see Crutzen [1987]). However, we cannot, with certainty, determine the relative importance of the various sourceswhich
contribute to this net increase [World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1985]. Neither can we predict, with confidence,
the future levels of CH½, though increasewith time ••
likely.
What is certain, however,is that CH4 and OH lev½l•are
closelycoupled through (R7) [Chameideset al., 1977; Callis et
al., 1983; Owenset al., 1985; Levine et al., 1985; Thompson•
Cicerone, 1986]. As the methane oxidation by OH (react•
(R7)) is the main loss for OH in the free troposphere, increases
in the release rate of methane

lead to a decrease in OH

and

thereby to a further increase in methane levels. With continued increasesin methane in the future, this positive feedback
mechanismcould becomeincreasinglyimportant. Recent twodimensional model studies [lsaksen and Hov, 1985] suggest
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results of Callis et al. [1983]. HINOX and LONOX refer to high and
low concentrationsof assumedbackgroundvaluesfor NO x.

that this feedback may account for 30% of the methane increaseat present. However, since the magnitude of this feedback dependson the assumedemissionof NO,,, the contribution of this feedbackto the observedCH,• increaseis highly
model dependent (P. J. Crutzen, private communication,
1986). A reduction of tropospheric OH levels due to a CH,•
increasewill also lead to reduction of the rate of scavenging
(by OH) of CH2F 2, CHC1F2, CH:CI:, CH3CC13, and SO:,

leading to increasedlifetimes (and hence concentrations)of
thesespecieswith attendantperturbationsto the infraredradiative balance.Increasesin troposphericmethane will, provided sufficientamountsof NO,, are present,lead to enhanced
ozoneproductionthrough(R4) and the reaction

30

I

I

I

I

2xCO2

T s VARIABLE

25

H20
I

Ts FIXED

CH302 q- NO--} CH30 q- NO 2

(R8)

followed by (R5) and (R6), where productionsof CH302 and
HO2 are enhanced.Two-dimensionalmodel estimatesshow
that troposphericozone increasesdue to increasedmethane
levelsvary stronglywith latitude, height, and season[Crutzen
and Gidel, 1983; lsaksen and $tordal, 1986]. In twodimensional models the most pronounced ozone increaseis
obtained at equatorial latitudes,with ozone increasesof approximately20% in the middle and upper tropospherefor a
doublingof presentmethanelevels(seeFigure 17).The greenhouse effect of enhancedtropospheric03 amplifies the CH,•
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Fig. 14. Indirect effectsof CO2 doublingon H•O and 0 3, when
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Fig. 16. Indirect effectsof increasesin fluxes(•b)of CO and N•O on
0 3 (from the one-dimensional
modelresultsof Callis et al. [1983]).
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about 7 to 12%. More recent calculations by Thotnpson and
Cicerone [-1986] suggest that roughly 24 to 37% of the observed CH• increase can be explained by anthropogenic
sources of CO.

4.2.5. Effects of N:O. Weiss [1981] has reported data
that suggestthat atmosphericN20, currently at levels of 300
ppbv, was increasing at the rate of 0.2% per year between the
years of 1976 and 1980. Khalil and Rasmussen[1983] suggest
an increase of 0.3% per year between the years of 1978 and
1981.

I

80N

60N

40N

20N

0

20S

40S

60S

80S

LATITUDE

Fig. 17. Latitudinal-height cross-sectionof future ozone changes
(in percent)due to releasesof CFCs (CFCll and CFC12), N20, and

The indirect effectsof increasesof atmosphericN:O arise
from the reaction

(R10)

N:O + O(•D)-• 2NO

CH½,estimatedin a two-dimensional
diabaticcirculationmodel[Isak-

Reactions (R9) is the principal source of stratospheric

sen and Stordal, 1986]. The following assumptions are made with
regard to future releaserates and concentrationrates: CFCs are in

NO•(=NO + NO 2 + HNO 3 + NO 3 + HNO,• + HNO 2 +

given are for February.

tion through the reactions

steady
statewith1980release
rates,N20 increases
witha factorof 1.4 2 x N20 • + ...). Consequently, increases in atmospheric
in stratospheric
NO• andthe
from its 1980value(300 ppb at the surface),and CH½increaseswith a N20 levelswill leadto increases
factor of 2 from its 1980 value (!.65 ppm at the surface).The numbers subsequentradiation of stratospheric0 3 by catalyticdestruc-

greenhouse effect by as much as 75% [Owens et al., 1985,
Table 8].
Furthermore, increasesin CH 4 are calculated to lead to
similar but lesspronounced increasesin lower latitudinal and
mid-latitudinal stratospheric ozone through their effect on
He,,, C1x, NO x species•World MeteorologicalOrganization,
1981]. For example, CH4 can mitigate the ozone destruction
by the chlorine catalytic cycle in the middle stratosphere
(around 40 km), becauseit can transform the C1 atoms to HC1
[Briihl and Crutzen, 1984]. An additional effect is that oxidation of methane may lead to substantialincreasesin H:O

levelsin the middle and upper stratosphere[see Callis et al.,
1983; Owenset al., 1985].

4.2.4. Effectsof CO. Carbon monoxide is itself not radiatively active and thereforedoesnot manifestany direct effects
on the earth-atmosphere radiative balance. The concentrations of CO, OH, and CH• are interdependentbecauseof
the important role of OH in oxidizing CO and CH• in the
lower atmosphere(for example, see Thompsonand Cicerone
[1986] for a recent discussion).CO scavengesatmospheric
OH through the reaction

(Rll)

NO + 0 3--• NO 2 + 0 2

(R12)

NO 2 + O + 0 2

If increasesin N20 occur at the same time as increasesin
the chlorine-bearingcompounds(for example,CF2C12,CFC13,
and CC1½),the net effect will depend upon the details of the
projected increasesand their vertical distributions. Increasing

stratospheric
NO• levelswill providea bufferfor the stratospheric 0 3 against catalytic destruction by CI,,(=C1 +
C10 + HOC1 + C1NO 3 + 2 x C10 2 + .-.) through the reaction

(R13)

NO2 + C10 + M-•

C1NO 3 + M

where ClNO 3 representsa temporary reservoir of relatively
inactive chlorine. It will also affect the partitioning of chlorine
speciesthrough the reaction
(R14)

C10 + NO--} C1 + NO:

The chemicalperturbationsinducedby an N:O increaseare
so complicated that even the sign of the tropospheric 0 3
changeis uncertain.For example,for a doubling of N:O surface flux (leading to a 93% increasein surfaceconcentrationof
(R9)
CO+OH-•
CO 2+H
N20 ) the computed0- to 10-km column changein 0 3 ranges
The reduction of troposphericOH, as noted earlier, can, in from -2% to +4%, depending upon the background levels
turn, affect the abundanceof numerousother speciesincluding of troposphericNO + NO: (seeFigure 16); the stratospheric
0 3, CH½, and hydrocarbonswhich are not fully halogenated 0 3 columndecreases
by about 7%.
(Sze [1977], Logan et al. [1978], and Thompsonand Cicerone
4.2.6. Effectsof NO x (NO + NO2). As pointedout repeat[1986], to name a few). This has been discussedearlier in edly in the earlier discussions,
the indirect effectsof trace gases
dependcriticallyon the tropospheric
concentration
of NOx.
referenceto the CH• increase.
Large interhemisphericdifferencesin the present-dayatmo- Photochemical model calculations have also revealed the sigsphere are exhibited by CO due primarily to anthropogenic nificant sensitivityof the computed tropospheric 0 3 to the
emissions[Logan et al., 1981]. In addition, increasesin tropo- concentrationas well as the verticaldistributionof NO x FishsphericCO have been suggestedby recent studies[Rasmussen man and Crutzen, 1978; Liu et al., 1980]. Tropospheric NO•
and Khalil, 1981; Fraser et al., 1981; Graedel and McRae,
has a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources [e.g.,
1980; Khalil and Rasmussen,1984]. For a doubling of the Logan, 1983]: combustionand biogenic emissionsare major
surfaceflux of CO (leading to a factor of 2.5 increasesin CO), surface sources; high-flying aircraft and downward transport
the.OH decreasethrough (R14) can lead to increasesin CH4 from the stratosphere are important upper tropospheric
of about 40 to 50% and to increasesin column 0 3 of about sources.In addition, lightning may also contribute signifi12% [Callis et al., 1983; Hatneed et al., 1979; Hatneed and cantly in the upper troposphere. The removal of NO x is
Cess, 1983]. In the model calculations [Callis et al., 1983] the through wet and dry deposition,mostly after its conversionto
increasein CH• also leadsto a stratosphericH:O increaseof solublespeciessuchas HNO 3 and N205. The exact removal
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processis not well understood and difficult to model without a
realistic

three-dimensional

model.
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The indirect climate effectof NO,, arisesbecauseof its effect
on 0 3. Within the tropospherethe chemistryand photochemistry of NO,, is an important source of 0 3 through (R4) to
(R6). Within the upper troposphere of the northern hemisphere the NO,, emission from high-flying aircraft is consideredto be as important a sourceas natural sourcesof NO•,
,

48

• 4o

FLiu et al., 1980].

Although all models agree that anthropogenicNO,, emissions at the surfaceand by aircraft will result in the increaseof

tropospheric0 3, problemsin modelingNOx distribution
make it difficult to obtain a reliable quantitative evaluation of
the 0 3 increase,particularly in the boundary layer where non-

methanehydrocarbons
play an importantyet complexrole in

16

8

-

0-14 -12 -I0 -8

TEMPERATURE

CHANGE (K)

the photochemicalproductionof 0 3. In the upper troposphere
Fig. 18. Calculated temperature changes due to releases of
a model-calculated 0 3 increasein the northern hemisphere
rangesfrom a few percent [lsaksen, 1980; Derwent, 1982' Crut- CFC11 and CFC12 in the steady state (solid squares)and computed
zen and Gidel, 1983] to as high as 30% [Liu et al., 1980]. The effectfor 2 x CO 2 (solidcircles)[Owenset al., 1985].
major differenceis due to assumednatural background NO,,
sourcesin the upper troposphere. In the lower troposphere the temperatures depends very critically on the vertical distriestimated 0 3 increasein the northern hemisphereis about bution of 0 3 change,the computedsurfacetemperatureeffects
20% [1saken, 1980].
have fluctuated in magnitude as well as sign over the years.
From the above discussion it is probably reasonable to For example,the computed0 3 perturbation profilesthat were
assume a 5% increase in the northern hemisphere tropo- reportedprior to the early 1980syieldeda slightsurfacecoolspheric0 3 for the decadeof 1970 [e.g.,Liu et al., 1980; Isaken, ing [Wanget al., 1980].The morerecentprofilesof 0 3 change
1980] owing to anthropogenicNO,, emissions.The northern yield both a surfacecooling [Callis et al., 1983] and a surface
hemispheresurface-troposphere
radiative heating due to this warming [Owens et el., 1985' Ramanathanet at., 1985]. The
0 3 increase
is roughlya thirdof that dueto theobserved
CO2 primary source of the difference is the magnitude of 0 3
increase for the decade of 1970.
changesin the upper troposphereand lower stratosphere,an
4.2.7. Effects of halogenated hydrocarbons. A large
number of halogenated hydrocarbons (Table 8) have direct
effects(Figure 13) as well as indirect effectsin both the tropo-

issue which is somewhat

unresolved

at this time.

Irrespective
ofthesignofthecomputed
surface
temperature

effect,the magnitudeis nonnegligible.For example,the recent
sphere and the stratosphere.Speciesnot fully halogena.ted studies of Owens et al. [1985] and Ramanathan et al. [1985]
may be expected, at elevated concentrations, to contribute to estimatea surfacewarming of 0.1 K due to an 0 3 change
the reduction of tropospheric OH with subsequenteffectson resultingfrom steadystate injection of CFCs at constantmidtropospheric0 3 and CH 4 taking place.However, this effectis 1970s emissionrates, which is about 25-30% of the computed
expected to be small provided the concentrations of the warming due to the direct greenhouseeffect of the CFCs.
speciesremain of the order of a few parts per billion by Furthermore, 0 3 effectson climate depend on seasonand
:

volume

latitude
(seesection
2.2),andbothof these
effects
havebeen

or less.

Some of these speciesreleased in the troposphere will be
photodissociatedin the stratospherewith the releaseof halo-

ignored in current climate model studies. Clearly, the

O3-climate
effects
resulting
fromtheadditionof chlorines
tO

genswhich may catalyticallydestroy0 3. Of most concernat the stratospheredeservescontinued study.
present and for the immediate future is the catalytic destruc5. TRANSIENT CLIMATIC EFFECTS OF INCREASING
tion of ozone by chlorine releasedfrom the photodissociation
ATMOSPHERIC
CO 2
of CF2C12and CFC13.This destructionoccursbecauseof the
reactions

5.1. ObservedIncreasesin CO2

(R15)

(R16
i

C1 + 0 3--• C10 + 0 2

Measurements taken at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, show that the

C10+ O--•C1+ 02

COz concentrationhas increasedfrom 315 ppmv in 1958 to
342 ppmv in 1983 [Elliott et al., 1985] (seeFigure 19), an 8%

Recent estimates suggest that steady state emissions of

CF2C12 and CFC13 may reduce the column sum of 0 3 by
3-5%

with local reductions

of 30 to 50% between

35 and 45

km (Ciceroneet al.'•[1983], Wuebbleset al. [1983], and Owens

et al. [1985], to name a few). Reductionsin stratospheric0 3
of such magnitudes will have a significant impact on stratosphericthermal structure(Figure 18). Furthermore, within the
upperstratospherethe computedcoolingdue to CFC-induced
0 3 reductionis as large as that due to CO 2 doubling (compare the "CFCs" curve with the "2 x CO2" curve in Figure
18).

Since the effect of the stratospheric0 3 changeon surface

increase in 25 years. A variety of direct CO: measurements
and indirect reconstructionsindicate that the preindustrial

CO: concentration during the period 1800 to 1850 was

270+_10ppmv[WorldMeteorological
Organization
(WMO),
1983b]. Analysesof the future usageof fossilfuelssuggestthat

theCO•concentration
willreach
twicethepreindustrial
valu
e
by 2100[Nordhaus
andYohe,1'983].Thechange
in surface
air
temperature induced by a doubling of CO: as simulated by
climate models was discussedin section 3.2. The computed
changesin global mean surface air temperature ranged from
1.3 to 4.2 K with the three most recent GCM results falling

neartheupperendof thisrange(seeTable7).Sincesucha
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where C is the CO 2 concentration.Combining theseequations
and noting that (AT•)2x= AQ2x/,[(see(1) of section3.2) yields

340

AT•
=(AT•)2•
{.ln
[C(1980/_C(1850
In2
J
(4)
,

If we assumethat (AT•)2• • 4 K on the basis of the results
from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL),

335

Goddard Institute for SpaceStudies(GISS), and National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), models, then for
the CO 2 concentration increasefrom 270 (year 1850) to 338

Calculated

ppmv (year 1980), A T• = 1.3 K. However, the reconstructed
northern hemisphere surface air temperature record (see
Figure 1) indicates a warming from 1880 to 1980 of about 0.6
K. Does this difference mean that the sensitivity of the GCMs
is too large by a factor of 2? The likely answer is, not necessarily, since the actual reponse of the climate system lags the
equilibrium response because of the thermal inertia of the
ocean. This can be illustrated by the energy balance model

330

325

d/X T•

Cs dt -- AQ--/•AT•

(5)

where Cs is the heat capacity of the upper ocean.When equi-

librium is achieved,dA T•/dt= 0 and (AT•)eq
= AQ//I. How-

320

ever, the transient solution

Ar•(t)-- (Ars)eq
(1 -- e-t/re)

(6)

shows that equilibrium is approached exponentially with a

characteristic"e-folding"time r e - Cs/2. In the following two
sections the studies of this lag of the climate system are re-

315
1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

viewed.

Fig. 19. Concentration
of atniospheric
CO2 at Mauna Loa Observatory,Hawaii, from 1958 to 1983. The "calculated"curve is the
curveusedin the climatemodelcalculationsshownin Figure21.

5.3.

Results From Simplified Models

The transient responseof the climate systemto an abrupt
CO 2 increasehas beeninvestigatedwith planetary energybalglobal warmingrepresentsabout 25 to 100% of that which is ance, radiative-convective,and simplifiedatmosphericgeneral
estimatedto have occurredduring the 10,000-yeartransition circulation models in conjunction with box diffusion, box
from the last ice age to the presentinterglacial[Gates, 1976; advection-diffusion, and two-box ocean models as well as with
Imbrie and Imbrie, 1979], there is considerableinterest in the simplified oceanic general circulation models. The box diffuidentificationof a CO2-inducedclimatic changeand in the sion ocean model consistsof a fixed-depth mixed layer (the
potentialimpactsof sucha changeon the spectrumof hurtJan box) surmounting the thermocline and deep ocean in which
endeavors.
vertical heat transport is treated as a diffusive processwith
The majority of the simulationsof CO2-inducedclimate prescribed thermal diffusivity •c. The box advection-diffusion
changehave been performedto determinethe changein the ocean model is a box diffusion model with a prescribed value
equilibriumclimateof the earth resultingfrom an abrupt in- for oceanicupwelling.The two-box oceanmodel comprisesa

crease
in CO2 suchasdoubling
from300to 600ppmv.These
e(iuilibrium climate change simulationshave not been concernedwith the time requiredfor the climate changeto reach

fixed-depth mixed-layer box and an intermediate water box
which exchange heat vertically with a prescribed ventilation
time.

The results from six studies of the transient responseto
in Table9. Hoffertet al. [1980],
sient responseof climateto both abrupt and realisticincreases abruptheatingare presented
using a box advection-diffusion model, and Schneider and
in the CO 2 concentration.
its equilibrium. More recent studies have focused on the tran-

Thompson
[1981],usinga two-boxoceanmode
l, obtained

5.2.

Transient Effects

The equilibriumtemperature
increase
corresponding
to the
CO 2 increasefrom the year 1850 to 1980 can be determined
using (1} with the direct radiative forcing AQ scaled to that for
a CO 2 doubling, AQ2•,. This scaling yields [Augustssonand

e-folding times of 10 to 20 years. A slightly larger e-folding
time of 25 years was obtained by Bryan et al. [1982] and
Spelman and Manabe [1984] with a simplified coupled

atmosphere-ocean
generalcirculationmodelin Whii:hthe geographical domain was restricted to a 120ø-longitudesector

extendingfrom equator to pole, with the westernhalf of the
sector Occupiedby land at zero elevation and the eastern half

Ramanathan, 1977]

by oceanwith a uniformdepthof 5000 m. On the other hand,
Hansen et al., [1984] used a box diffusion ocean model and

obtained27-, 55-,and 102-yeare-foldingtimescorresponding
AQ
=AQ2,,
{!n
C(1980)/C(1850)]•
to assumed,• valuesof 2.15, 1.4,and 1 Wm-2 K -•, respec(3)
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TABLE 9. The e-Foldingtime r e for Abrupt Heatingfrom Selected
Climate

Model

2.0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

_

Studies

_

_

•e•

Reference

Model

Hoffert et al. [1980]

years

Planetary energy balanceclimate

•o•

8-20

mo

model and a box advectiondiffusio• ocean model

r• •-

Schneiderand Thomp- Planetary energybalancemodel

son[1981]

1.0

13

and a two-boxdiffusionoceanmodel

Bryan et dl. [1982]

Coupled atmosphere-oceangeneral

25

i_ i1•.0.5

$pelmanandManabe circulationmodelwith simplified
[1984]

geographyand topography

Hansen et al. [1984]

Radiative-convective climate model
and a box diffusion

Bryan et al. [1984]

ocean model

27

55

Global oceanic general circulation

o

i

2

3

4

5

102

EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE CHANGE

100

FOR DOUBLED COz (øC)

model

Sieoenthaler and

Oesch•er [1984]

Planetary energy balance climate
model and a box diffusion

60

ocean

model

Fig. 21. Temperaturechangefrom 1850 to 1980 versusthe equilibrium temperaturechange for doubled CO 2. The instantaneous
equilibrium curve is given by equation (2). The curves •: = 1 and
• - 3 are from the resultsof Wiqley and Schlesinoer[1985].

tively. Bryan et al. [1984] used an uncoupled global oceanic
general circulation model and found an e-folding time of
about 100 years in responseto an imposed 0.5 K upper ocean
surfacewarming. Lastly, Siegenthalerand Oeschger[1984] obtained a 60-year e-folding time in their study using a box

been investigatedby Wigley and Schlesinger[1985] using their
analytical solution for the energy balance climate/box diffusion ocean model and by Hansen et al. [1984] using numerical

diffusion

solutions

model.

The factors that contribute to the wide range in •e have

of the box diffusion

model and a three-dimensional

The studiespresentedin Table 9 as well as the more recent GCM. Both studiesfound that •e depends(approximately)
studies of Harvey [1986] and Harvey and Schneider [1985]
quadraticallyon ,•- • and linearlyon the thermaldiffusivity•c.
indicate that the e-folding time re lies between 10 and 100 As shown in Figure 20, the analytic result of Wigley and Schyears.If ze ... 10 years,then the actual responseof the climate lesinger [1985] is in close agreement with the numerical resystemwould be quite close to the equilibrium response,and sults obtained by Hansen et al. [1984] for •c= 1 cm2 s-•
the disparity between the latter for the 1850 to 1980 warming However, Harvey's [1986] box model resultssuggestthat the
and that observed would mean that the climate sensitivity of
recent GCMs is larger than that of nature. On the other hand,

•e dependence
on ,•- • is slightlylessthan quadraticfor the
box diffusion model and for the box advection-diffusion

model

if •e • 100 years, then the actual responseof the climate '[evariesask-•.3. In viewof the dependence
of •e on 2 and •c,
systemwould be quite far from the equilibrium response,thus the determination of whether •e '• 10 or 100 years require a
indicating that the sensitivity of GCMs may not be inconsis- coupled global atmosphere-oceangeneral circulation model
tent with the observed temperature records.
(AOGCM) in which both the climatic gain (2-•) and the
oceanicheat transport are self-determined.Long-term integrations from a simulationwith suchAOGCMs are currentlynot
•oo
available. However, preliminary resultsfrom an AOGCM in18o
dicate that an energy balance/multibox ocean model with a
self-consistent•cadequately describesthe time evolution of the
16o
(2 x CO2)- (1 x CO2) differencesin the surface-airtemperature [Schlesingeret al., 1985]. The required thermal diffusi14o
vity •c for the energy balanc• climate/box diffusion ocean
12o
model to representthe transient responseof the AOGCM was
determinedto be 2.25cm2 s- • [Schlesinger
et al., 1985].

- ßHansen
etal
(1984)

5.4. Resultsfor a RealisticCO2 Increase

8o

The

discussions

thus

far

have

been

for

the

transient

re-

6o

4o

2o

0
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•'

1.0

1.5

2.0

2 K-•)2

X2,cm
2S-I/ (Win-

Fig. 20. The e-folding
timere versus•:/22for abruptheatingper-

sponseof the climate systemto an instantaneousdoubling of
the CO 2 concentration.However, the CO 2 concentrationhas
not abruptly changed in the past nor is it likely to in the
future, at least not by an instantaneousdoubling. Instead, the
CO 2 concentration has increased more or less continuously
over the observationalperiod since1958 (Figure 19).
Recently, Hansen et al. [1984] and Wigley and Schlesinger
[1985] have estimated the temperature change from 1850 to
1980 inducedby the increasingCO2 concentrationduring this
130-year period. Figure 21, based on the study of Wigley and

turbations.The linear relation (solid line) is predictedby the analytical solution of Wiqley and Schlesinqer[1985]. The data points are
from the numerical computationsof Hansen et al. [1984] for •: = 1

Schlesinger[1985], showsthe 1850-1980 surfacetemperature

cm 2 s -1.

change as a function of the equilibrium surface temperature
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changefor a doubledCO2 concentration.Let us assumethat
the latter is 4 K on the basis of the recent equilibrium warm-

ings simulatedby the GFDL, GISS, and NCAR atmospheric
GCM/fixed-depth mixed-layer ocean models. If the climate
systemhad no thermal inertia, the 1850-1980 surfacetemperature changewould be in equilibrium with the instantaneous
1980CO2 concentration,
and the warmingwouldbe givenby
(16). As shown in Figure 21, this instantaneousequilibrium
warming would be 1.3 K. However, when the heat capacity
and vertical heat transport of the ocean are considered,as
shownby the curvesfor the oceanicthermal diffusivitiestc= 1
and tc= 3 cm2 s-•, the 1850-1980 warming is reduced to
about 0.5 to 0.7 K. This level of CO2-inducedwarming does
not conflict with the temperaturechangesrevealedin the observationalrecord (seeFigure 1).
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RCM usedin this study yields a value of

[ATs(2x CO2)]o = 1.26 K

(7)

The (ATs)o also avoids current uncertaintiesin climate sensitivity; also, since it refers to equilibrium response,it is independent of uncertaintiesin climate responsetime.
The next issue concerns the choice of the feedback

factor F.

Climate feedbacksand climate sensitivity are discussedin section 3.2. It is sufficient for our purposes to note that the estimate of equilibrium global mean climate sensitivityreported
by the National Academy of Sciences[Charney, 1979; Smagorinsky, 1982] is

A Ts(2x CO2)= 3 ___
1.5 K

(8)

The above climate sensitivity range covers a factor of 3, with

Figure 21 also showsthat even if the CO2 concentration ATs ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 K. It is easier to justify the lower
were to increase no further in the future, the earth's surface and the upper limits than the mean value of 3 K. For example,
temperature would continue to increase by about 0.7 K RCMs generally yield a value of 2 K, while GCMs with sea(equalingthe balance of the 1.3 K equilibrium warming for sonal cycle and realistic geography yield values ranging from
our example) in its approach to its new equilibrium value. 3.5 to 4.2 K (see Table 7). Hence in this report we avoid the
This delayedapproachto the new equilibrium surfacetemper- use of a mean value for ATs but instead adopt the range
ature bringsout the followingimportant issueconcerningthe recommendedby the National Academy reports:
transienteffects:the presentwarming is "small" and perhaps
1.5 < ATs(2x CO2) <_4.5 K
(9)
within the natural variation of climate because the ocean sequestersheat within its interior, but becauseof this, when the
warming becomes demonstrably evident, continued future
warming is inevitable, even if the CO2 concentration were
preventedfrom increasingfurther.As shownin section6, this
hidden but inevitable future warming can itself increasein the
future as other greenhousegases such as N20, CH,•, and
CFCs are added to the earth's atmosphere.
6.

TRACE GAS EFFECTS ON OBSERVED AND FUTURE
CLIMATE

TRENDS

Since the zero climate feedbackforcing for doubled CO 2 is
1.26 K for the present RCM, the climate sensitivity range

given by (21) correspondsto the feedbackfactor F (=ATs/
(ATs)o;(2) in section3.2.2)of
1.2 _<F _<3.6

(10)

It is becauseof this large range for F that we have avoided the
use of a specific climate model in the present analyses. In
order to account for the climate sensitivity yielded by RCMs
and GCMs, we adopt the following two values:

Greenhouseforcing of the climate systemhas acceleratedin
A Ts(2x CO2)= 2 K
F • 1.6
recent years owing to the growth of a number of trace gases.
(11)
A Ts(2x CO2)= 4 K
F • 3.2
We illustrate this quantitatively by estimatingthe decadalincrementin greenhouseforcingfor severaltrace gasesand com6.2. GreenhouseForcing From 1850 to the 1980s
pare this with the forcingdue to increasingCO 2 in the same
decades.
The sources and observed trends for the trace gases are
discussedextensively in published studies (Ramanathan et al.
6.1. ConceptualFrameworkfor the Assessment
[1985] and WMO [1985], to cite a few). Hence only a brief
The potential effectsof trace gaseson past and future tem- summary is given in the ensuingdiscussions.
6.2.1. CO2. The abundanceof atmosphericCO 2 was 315
perature trends have been estimated by numerousstudies
(Hansenet al., [1984], Brfi'hland Crutzen[1984], Wang et al. ppmv in 1958 when C. D. Keeling initiated accurate monitor[1986], Ramanathanet al. [1985], and Dickinsonand Cicerone ing. Thus sincea variety of techniquesindicatethat the CO 2
[1986], to cite just the recent analyses).The present assess- abundance was 270 _+10 ppmv in 1850 [WMO, 1983b], the
ment, while it combinesthe salient features of the earlier work, mean decadal growth of CO 2 for the period 1850-1960 was
is an independentanalysisof the trace gas effectson past and about 14 ppmv per decade. By contrast, the current rate of
future climate trends.
growth of CO 2 is about 15 ppmv per decade.The decadal
We do not explicitly employ a climate model but instead greenhouseforcingdue to CO 2 growth is illustratedin Figure
compute the zero climate feedback surface temperature 22 for the period 1850-1960 and for recent decades.
6.2.2. Chlorofiuorocarbons.The release rates of CFeC12
change,(ATs)
o, from a modified version of the radiativeconvectivemodel of Lacis et al. [1981]. The computed(ATs)o (F12) and CFC13 (Fll) into the atmospherecan be estimated
is then multiplied by the feedbackfactor F (see(2) in section from production data available from the manufacturers
[Chemical Manufacturers Association, 1982]. Under the as3.2.2)to obtain the expectedclimate forcing,ATs.
The (ATs)o is the equilibriumchangein surfaceair temper- sumption of 150- and 75-year lifetimes for F12 and Fll, reature which would occur as a result of a changein atmospher- spectively, decadal growth rates are obtained which are in
ic compositionin the absenceof any climate feedbacks.As good agreement with recent atmospheric measurements[Geodescribedin section3.2, (ATs)o is a nearly model-independent physical Monitoring for Climatic Change, 1984]. The Fll and
measure of the radiative forcing. For example, for a doubling F12 lifetimes adopted here are slightly different from Ramanaof CO2, (ATs)
o for RCMs is in the range of 1.2 to 1.3 K; the than et al.'s [1985] values given in Table 8. The resulting
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additions
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forcing
of theclimate
system.
The(ATs)
0 is thecomputed
temperature
change
at equilibrium
(t--, oo)fortheestimated
dccadal
increases
in tracegasabundances,
withnoclimate
feedbacks
included.
Formulas
for(ATs)
0asa function
ofthetracegasabundances
aregivenbyLaciset al. [1981].(a)Past
additions.
Exceptfor 0 3 and stratosphcric
H20, the estimated
trace•as increases
are basedon measurements,
as
discussed
in thetext.(b)Futureadditions.
AdoptscaseA scchario
givenin Table10.
decarielclimate forcingsare shown in Figure 22. It is apparent

duringthe 1979to 1984period[Rasmussen
andKhalil, 1986].

that

Also, measurementsof air bubblestrapped in polar ice cores

these chlorofluorocarbons

now add substantial

climate

forcing,throughtheir contributionwasnegligiblein the period

[Craig and Chou,1982;Rasmussen
andKhalil, 1984] indicate

1850-1960.

that the methane abundancewas about 0.7 ppmv from 25,000

Less abundant chlorine and fluorine compounds, such as yearsago to 500 yearsago,with an increasebeginningsomeCHC1F2 (F22),CC14,CF4, and CH3CCI3,alsohavesignificant time between 200 and 500 years ago. We estimate the CH,•
forcingfor Figure22 by takingthe abundanceat 1
growth ratesand infraredabsorptionstrengths(seeTables la, greenhouse
lb, and 8). However, the growth histories and absorption ppmvin 1850,1.4ppmvin 1958,1.5ppmvin 1970,1.65ppmv
strengthsare on the whole lesswell known than for F11 and in 1980,and 1.79ppmv in 1985.The 1985CH,• concentration
of 1.71
F12. CC1½apparentlyhad a higher growth rate in the 1960s is slightlyhigherthan the January1985concentration
and
and 1970s than it does now, while F22 and CH3CCl have ppmv (for the Pacificnorthwest)reportedby Rasmussen
grown rapidly in recentyears,with a highergrowth rate than Khalil [1986], Furthermore,it shouldbe noted that CH,• conthat of Fll and F12. In Figure 22 we include a greenhouse centration undergoes latitudinal variations varying from
contribution for these other CFCs with a net radiative forcing about 1.55ppmv in the equatorialregionsto about 1.76ppmv
in the northern hemispheremiddle to polar regions (L. P.
that is 20% of that for Fll and F12. However, this is meant
that these other CFCs need to be conSteeleet al., unpublishedmanuscript,1986; also see Gammon
si•.•rcd rather than as an accurateestimate of their greenhouse et al. [1985]). The values adopted in our study are reprecontri•bution.
sentativeof northern hemispheremid-latitude values.

more as a reminder

•i.2.3. CHq. The concentrationof methanehas been increasingat rates varying from 1.5 to 1.8% per year during
t970 to 1979 [Gammon et al., 1985; Rasmussenand Khalil,
19g6]. The rate of increasehas reducedto about 1% per year

6.2.4. N:O. Nitrousoxidewasmeasured
to be increasing
at a rate of about 0.2% per year in the 1970's[Weiss, 1981].
Recentmeasurements[CDAC, 1983] suggestthat the current
growthrate may be closerto 0.3% per year.Thesevaluesare

RAMANATHAN ET AL.: CLIMATE-CHEMICAL

used to estimate the N20 greenhouseforcing for Figure 22.
Although it seemslikely that N20 may have had a small rate
of increasein the period 1850-1958, there are no observations
providing a quantitative measure.
6.2.5. StratosphericH20. Since the abundance of water
vapor in the troposphereis controlled basically by atmospheric temperature and other meteorological variables, changesin
troposphericH20 are consideredas a climate feedbackmechanism rather than as a forcing mechanism. However, in the
upper stratosphere,H20 is produced by methane oxidation,
and therefore an increase of methane may increase stratosphericH20. The changeof stratosphericH20 would be delayed after any increasein troposphericCH,• by the time required for transport from the troposphereto the upper stratosphere.The greenhouseforcing of H20 in Figure 22 is based
on the added stratosphericH20 which D. J. Wuebbles (private communication, 1985) estimatesto be associatedwith the
increaseof CH,•. It is apparent that the greenhousewarming
from added stratosphericH20 is about 50% as great as the
direct CH,• greenhousewarming. These estimatesdo not includethe CH,•-O3 feedback(seesection4).
6.2.6. O3. Ozone is an effectivegreenhousegasbecauseof
its strong absorption band at 9.6 #m. Present understanding
of atmospheric chemistry (for example, see Isaken and $terdal
[1986] and Owenset al. [1985]) suggeststhat growth of atmospheric CFCs will eventually deplete stratospheric0 3 substantially and increasetropospheric0 3, with a net columnintegratedreductionof 0 3. The net greenhouseeffect of this
would be a slight warming becauseof the greater greenhouse
efficiency of tropospheric ozone molecules [Ramanathan and
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puted (ATs)
o by the factor0.5 becausemuch of the 0 3 change
would be confined to the hemispheric or smaller scale. The
resulting tropospheric 0 3 climate forcing, indicated by a
dotted bar in Figure 22, is very uncertain but is obviously a
potentially important contributor to the greenhouseeffect.

The followingmajor conclusionsfollow directlyfrom Figure
22:

1. Non-CO 2 greenhousegases are now adding to the
greenhouseeffect by an amount at least comparableto the
effectof CO2; this is a fundamentalchangefrom the situation
during the period 1850-1960.

2. The rate of increaseof the total greenhouseforcing is
now 3-6 timesgreaterthan the mean rate for the period 1850-

1960,becauseof both an increasein the growthrate of CO2
and the recentgrowth of other trace gases.
3. The cumulativevalueof (ATs)o for the period 1850-1980
is 0.56 K; the CO 2 increasecontributes0.4 K, and the other
trace gases contribute the balance of 0.16 K. The radiative

forcing of 0.56 K would yield an equilibrium surface-airtemperature changeof about 0.9 K (=0.56 x 1.6) and about 0.6 K
for a CO 2 increasealone for a climatemodel whoseequilibri-

um sensitivityis ATs(2x CO2) -- 2 K. Theseresultsare consistent with

the earlier

RCM

estimates of Briihl

and Crutzen

[1984] (0.6 K for CO2 alone and 1 K for all gases),with those
of Ramanathanet al. [1985] (0.6 K for CO2 alone and about
0.9 K for all gases),and with the more recent estimates of

Dickinsonand Cicerone[1986] (about 1 K for all gases)for
surfaceair temperature.The rangein the equilibriumsurfaceair temperaturechangeis 0.7 to 2 K, wherewe have adopted
(22) to multiplythe (ATs)o of 0.56 K with the rangein F.

Dickinson, 1979; Owens et al., 1985]. In addition, as discussed
4. The computed stratospheric cooling for the period
in section4, increasesof atmospheric methane, carbon monox- 1850-1980 is slightly under 1 K between 25 and 30 km and

ide, and nitric oxidestend to increasetropospheric0 3 (also

about

3 K between 35 and 45 K. These calculations

do not

see Thompsonand Cicerone [1986]). However, a recent three- includethe effectsof 0 3 changedue to the buildup of F11 and
dimensional transport model study [Levy et al., 1985] indi- F12 whichcan amplifythe coolingdue to a CO2 increaseby
cates the potential importance of transport in governing the about 20%.
0 3 distribution. The relative importance of transport and hyForcingProjectedInto Next Century
drocarbon/nitrogenoxide chemistryin governingtropospheric 6.3. Greenhouse
ozone production is as yet an unresolved issue [Levy et al.,
We considerthree scenarios(caseA, caseB, and case C)
1985].
projectingtrace gas greenhouseforcing into the future. The
Recent measurementsof 0 3 are not inconsistentwith a three scenarios are summarized in Table 10, and the conlong-term trend of increasingtroposphericozone [Anqell and centrations are given in Table 11. The use of more than one
Korshover, 1983; Bojkov and Reinsel, 1985]. For example, scenarioseemsessentialbecauseof major uncertaintiesin our
analyses of northern hemisphere ozonesonde data from 11 understandingof the causesof the trace gas changesand the
stationsreveal a statisticallysignificant1.1% per year increase great difficulties in projecting economics,population, and
in the free troposphereozone over a 15-year period; southern other key factors.We comparethesescenarioswith the range
hemisphereozone seemsto have undergonevery little change of trace gasforcingsestimatedby Ramanathanet al. [1985] for
in the same period [Bojkov and Reinsel, 1985]. These and 2030. The scenariosadopted by Ramanathanet al. [1985] are
other findings [Anqell and Korshover, 1983] based on ob- shownin Table 8 (seethe column under the headingPossible
served ozone data are also consistent with estimates of ozone
Range).
The caseA scenariois an extrapolationof currentgrowth
production from anthropogenically released hydrocarbons

and nitrogen oxides[lsaksen,1980], NO,, emissionsfrom aircraft [Liu et al., 1980], and CO from incomplete combustion
[Loqan et al., 1978]. In spite of this apparent consistencybetween theory and observations,the large natural variability of
tropospheric ozone when consideredin conjunction with the
poor spatial coverageof the ozone measurementstations preventsfirm conclusionsregardingtrends.
We estimate the potential 0 3 greenhouseeffect by using
trendsfor 03 which were computedby Wuebbleset al. [1983]
on the basis of scenariosfor atmospheric methane, nitrous
oxides, and carbon dioxide; however, we decreased this com-

ratesfor measuredgases,and it includesan allowanceto approximatethe effectof severalgasesthat are poorly measured
and/or have uncertainabsorptionstrengths.The growth rate
itself varies substantiallyfrom one period to the next. For
example,as was mentionedearlier, CH,• concentrationshave
beenincreasingat ratesvaryingfrom about 1.8% per year in
the early 1970sto about 1% per year in the early 1980s.In
case A we adopt the maximum growth rates or increasein
emissionthat is permitted by the data of the last decade.Cases
B and C adopt a more conservativeextrapolationof the available data. The resultingradiative forcing for this scenariois
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TABLE

10.

Trace

Gas Scenarios

Case A:
Trace

Current

Gas

CO 2

1.5% per year growth in
annual CO 2 increment*

3% per year growth in
emissions

CH,•

1.5% per year growth in
CH• abundance

N20

Weiss[1981] formula:
3.5% per year growth to 1990;
yields 0.2% per year
growth in abundance in
1980, 0.4% per year in 2000,
and 0.9% per year
in 2030

trace
gases

Reduced

Rate

CFCl 3 and
CF2C12

0 3 and
other

Case B'

Growth

assumed
greenhouse
forcingby thesegases

Growth

Rate

Case C

1.5% per year growth to 1990
1.0% per year from 1990 to 2000
0.5% per year from 2000 to 2010
0% per year after 2010 in
annual CO 2 increment

time-dependent;
averagesabout
2% per year growth

3% per year growth to 1990
2% per year from 1990 to 2000
1% per year from 2000 to 2010
0% per year after 2010
1.5% per year growth to 1990
1.0% per year from 1990 to 2000
0.5% per year after 2000

1.5% per year growth

Weiss formula

0.25% per year growth
in N20 abundance

in annual CO 2
increment
in emissions

1% per year growth
in CH• abundance

with

3.5% per year growth in
emissions

2.5% per year from 1990 to 2000
1.5% per year from 2000 to 2010
0.5% per year after 2010; yields
0.2% per year growth
in abundance in 1980,
0.33% per year in 2000, and
0.34% per year in 2030

none

includesonly0 3
effects.0 3 change

is the sameas that of
CF2CI2 and CFCI 3

is explicitlycomputed
from a chemistry
model

*The CO 2 incrementin 1985 was taken as 1.5 ppmv, and this incrementincreasedby 1.5% per year in caseA. This caseis appropriate if

fossilfuel useincreases
by 1.5%per yearand the "airbornefraction"of CO 2 remainsconstant,for example.Note that this growthrate is much
lessthan the 4% per year growth rate that existedin the 100 years before 1973.

shown in Figure 22b and is near the middle of the range atmospheric abundance decrease with time after 2010. The
estimated by Ramanathan et al. [1985]. The case B scenario methane annual growth rate decreasesfrom 1.5% today to
includesonly five greenhousegasesthat are measuredreason- 1% in 1990 to 0.5% in 2000. N:O increasesare based on
ably well, and it assumesrapidly decreasinggrowth rates. The
Weiss' [1981] formula, but the parameter specifyingannual
resulting radiative forcing is near the lower limit of the range growth in anthropogenicemissionsdecreases
from 3.5% today
to 2.5% in 1990, 1.5% in 2000, and 0.5% in 2010. No inestimatedby Ramanathanet al. [1985].
In case A (current growth rates), CO 2 increasesat a con- creasesare includedfor other chlorofluorocarbons,
03, stratostant growth rate from 270 ppmv in 1850 to 315 ppmv in sphericH:O, or any other gases.
The case C scenario falls in between case A and case B.
1958, as observedby C. D. Keeling for the interval 1958-1984
and subsequently with a 1.5% growth of the annual in- Case C, like caseA, adopts current growth rates but chooses

crement.CFC13and CF2C12emissionsare from reportedrates
to date and assume a 3% per year increased emission in the
future, with atmospheric lifetimes for the gasesof 75 and 150
years, respectively.CH,• increasesat a constant growth rate
from 1 ppmv in 1850 to 1.4 ppmv in 1958, 1.51 ppmv in 1970

and 1.79 ppmv in 1985, and 1.5% per year thereafter.N20
increases according to the semiempirical formula of Weiss
[1981], the rate being 0.1% per year in 1958, 0.2% per year in
1980, 0.4% per year in 2000, and 0.9% per year in 2030.

Potential effects of several other trace gases(such as 0 3,
stratospheric H20, and chlorine and fluorine compounds
other than F11 and F12) are approximated by multiplying the
effect of Fll and F12 by a factor of 2.
In case B (reduced growth rates) the annual increment in
CO 2 is reducedfrom 1.5% today to 1% in 1990,0.5% in 2000,
and 0 in 2010, which compares to •4% during the period
1900-1970 and is below projected rates for population

growth;the resultingACO2 is constantat 1.9ppm yr-x after

the lower limit of the observedgrowthrates.For example,it
TABLE

CO2,
ppm

Date

11.

Trend in Concentrations

CH,•,
ppm

N20 ,
ppb

CCI3F,
ppb

CC12F2,
ppb

1850

270

1.00

282

0

0

1900
1958
1970
1985

290
315
325
346

1.17
1.40
1.51
1.79

284
293
297
305

0
0.01
0.07
0.24

0
0.03
0.13
0.40

CO2, ppm CH,•, ppm N20 , ppb CC13F, ppb CC12F2,ppb
Date

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

2000
2015
2030
2050
2100

372
404
445
515
818

371
400
428
466
562

2.24
2.80
3.50
4.71
9.91

2.12
2.28
2.46
2.72
3.49

319
343
383
483
1432

318
335
353
377
439

0.42
0.71
1.15
2.13
9.68

0.41
0.61
0.78
0.96
1.24

0.72
1.22
1.99
3.72
17.00

0.71
1.07
1.41
1.80
2.60

2010. The annual growth in CF2C12and CFC13 emissionsis
reduced from 3% today to 2% in 1990, 1% in 2000, and 0 in
2010; becauseof their finite lifetimes, the annual increments in

From 1985 to 2100 the concentrations
ios A and B shown in Table 10.

are derived from the scenar-
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..Fig.23. Greenhouse
forcingfor three'tracegassi:enarios:
caseA,
which usescurrent growth rates, case B• which assumessubstantial

reductionsin growth, as describedin the text, and caseC,. which is
similar to case A but with medium growth rate. See Table 10 for
further details. ATo is the equilibrium greenhousewarming for no
i:limatefeedbacks.The "doubledCO2" level of forcingoccurswhen

theCO2andtracegases
addedsubsequent.to
1958provide
a radiative forcingequivalentto a doublingof COe from 315 ppm to 630
ppm.The "CO• growthonly"curveappliesto the caseA scenario.

-6

-4

TEMPERATURE

2

CHANGE (øK)

Fig. 25. Atmospherictemperaturechangedue to CO• and other
trace gases.RadiatiVe-convectivemodel resultsemploying the scenario in Table

8.

24). Case A yieldsa forcingequivalentto doubled CO 2 (with
1 x CO2 defined as 315 ppm) before 2030; caseC yields this
le•,el slightly after 2030' while caseB yields this level of forcing
before 2060. The time to teach effectivedoubled CO2 forcing

adopts
1.5%peryeargrowth
inCFCI3andcFi'c12
emissions
is greatlyaccelerated
by the non-CO2 tracegases,
whichproas opposedto the 3% per year growth assumedin caseA; the

videroughlylialfof thegreenhouse
forcing.
A comparison
of

growth in CH,• abundanceis reducedto 1% per year instead the forcingby CO2 and other trace gasesis illustratedclearly
of 1.5% per yeai' in case A. Furthermore, trace gases other in Figure24,takenfromRamanathan
et al. [1985]'although
thahCO2,CFCI3,CF2CI2,CH4,N20, and03 arenotinclud- the relative contributions of the various trace gasesin their
ed in case C.
scenario
aresomewhat
differentfromeithercaseA or fi, the
The case A, case B, and case C scenarios are summarized in
resultsare qualitativelyvery similar.The followirigpoihts
Table 10; the time-dependent concentrations fbr case A arid
caseB are shown in Table 11. The computed greenhouseforcings are illustrated in Figure 23 for the period 1960-2030.
Case A yields a forcing that has a slightly larger forcing than

shouldbe notedfirst beforecomparingthe Ramanathari
et al.
[1985], hereinafterreferred to as R, resultswith those shown
in Figure 23. The one-dimensional RCM model of R com-

putesboth surfacetemperature
(T•) and surface-air
temperthe nominalscenario
of Ramanathan
et al. [i985] (seeFigure ature(Ts).In theR modelthecomputed
ATsis largerthanAT•
by about 10-13%. For CO2 doubling the R model yields a

AT• ~ 1.9K anda ATs,-•2.1K. The R modeli'esults
in Figure
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24 showthat for the period i980-2030 the equilibriumsurface

3.5

warming,i.e., ATo, is 1.54 K (ATs• 1.7 K) due to all gases
includingCO2 and the surfaceWarmingdue to the CO2 increasealoneis 0.71 K (ATs~ 0.8 K). For the sameperiodof

z

1980-2030 the case A scenario in Figure 23 yields (for the
AT/2 x CO2)= 2 K model) a ATs of 1.8 K for all gasesincludingCO2 and a ATs of 0.8 K for the CO2 increaseby itself.

The cumulative
ATsfor thecaseB andcase C scenarios
are 1.1
a.

.:g •. olo

1.5

•

and1.25respectively
(seeFigure23).Thestratospheric
o3

t

decreasedue to CFCs alsocausesa surfacewarming,and the

magnitude
of about0,1K (s• Figure24)is i'oughly
30%of
o
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Fig. 24. Cumulative equilibrium surface temperature warming

the direct greenhouseeffect of CFCs. Other •tudies [e,g.,

Owens
et al., 1985]alsoyieldsa warmingof about0.1 K due
to thestratospheric
03 decrease
resulting
fromtheincrease
of
Fll

and F12.

The computed stratospherictemperature changesdue to

CO• andothertracegases
aresubstantial
(seeFigure25).
Above30 km the Coolingdue to a COe increvise
(alone)is
more than doubledby the other trace gases.The primary
contributionto the enhancement
in stratospheric
coolingis

due to increases
of CO: and othertracegases,for the tracegas the (computed)03 decreasedue to a CFC increase.To the
scenario of Table 10. In this one-dimensional model calculation, the
extent that trace gases(other than CO2) causea large sursurface-airtemperaturechangeis larger than the surfacetempOrature
face/tropospherewarming and a much larger •tratospheric
changeby about 10% [Ramanathanet al., 1985]. The (ATs)o can be
obtainedby dividingthe indicatedsurfacetemperature
changeby a cooling,their direct climatic effectsare virtually indistinguishfeedbackfactor (F) of about 1.5.
able from thoseof CO•.
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ature changesin modifying the penetration depth of the radiative forcing, it provides a reasonable fit to the globally

averagedresultsof a coupledocean-atmosphere
GCM (see
Bryan et al. [1984] for further elaboration of this issue).The
effective

diffusion

coefficient

is estimated

from measurements

of transienttracersto be tc= 1- -2 cm2 s-1 [Oeschgeret
al., 1975; Ostlundet al., 1976; Broeckeret al., 1980]. The resulting relatiønshipsbetweenequilibriumclimate sensitivity,
vertical diffusion coefficient, and ocean response time have
been illustiated in section 5 above.

Fig. 26. Geographicaldistributionof the annual mean surfaceair
warming (in degreesCelsius)in the 4 x CO 2 experimentof Manabe
and Stouffer [1980].

The expectedwarming of the ocean mixed layer is shown in
Figure 27a for the trace gas scenario case A (current growth

ratesfor CO2, CH,•, N20 , CF2C12,and CFC13plusan allowance for other trace gases)and in Figure 27b for the trace gas
6.4. Regional Effects

Thereis generalagreement
that climatesensitivity
is not

scenariocase B (reducedgrowth rates with only CO 2, CH 4,
N20 , CF2C12,and CFC13included).In both cases,resultsare
shown for two valuesof equilibrium climate sensitivity(ATe(2
x CO2)- 2 K and 4 K) and for two valuesof the vertical

globallyuniform.Both empiricalevidence
from pastclimate diffusioncoefficient
(k = 1 cm2 s-1 and2 cm2 s-1).
changes and global climate models indicate that the surface
air temperature responseis magnified at high latitudes and
thus somewhat muted at low latitudes, in comparison to the
global mean response.This high-latitude enhancement is expected on theoreticalgrounds,becausethe ice-snowalbedo
feedback only operatesat high latitudes, and becausethe relative stability of the atmosphere there tends to confine surface

(a)

warming or cooling to low altitudes.The high-latitudeen-

Current Growth Rates
K'

hancement of the warming is illustrated in Figure 26, which

•

showsmodel resultsfor the annual mean surface-airtemper-

ATeq(2x C01:)'4'C

------ ATeq(2x C01:)

atureincrease
fromthe 4 x CO2 experiment
of Manabeand
Stouffer[1980].Qualitatively
similarresultsareobtainedwith
other general circulation models [Hansen et al., 1984; Washington and Meehl, 1984].
6.5.

Equilibrium and TranSient Temperature Response

The climate forcingsdiscussedabove are given in terms of
the equilibrium (t-• oo) responsewith no climate feedbacks,
In order to convert these forcings to an expected temperature
response,it is necessaryto account for (1) climate feedback
mechanismsand (2) the finite responsetime of the climate
system.As was explained in section 5, thesetwo effectsare not
independent; a greater positive climate feedback leads to a

longerclimateresponse
time.Alsonote that althoughclimate
forcings usuhlly can be computed with an accuracy of the
order of 20% for a given changein atmosphericcomposition,
the uncertaintiesin the strengthof climate feedbacksand in
the climate responsetime are much greater.
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The translenttemperatureresponse
involvesadditional
complicationsbecauseof the difficulty in properly accounting
for the climate system'sthermal inertia, which is due mainly to
the large effective heat capacity of the oceans.Ocean circulation and mixing are not yet adequately observed,and ocean
general circulation models are just reaching the point at which

theycanbe applied
to thetransient
climate
problem.
However, the essenceof the ocean's effect in delaying the greenhousewarmingcan be demons.trated
with a simple"box diffusion" model for the ocean [Oeschger et al., 1975' Cess and
Goldenberg, 1981; Hansen et al., 1981]. In this model it is
assumed that heat perturbations are rapidly mixed as a passive tracer into the deeper ocean in a way that can be approximated as one-dimensionaldiffusion. Although this model does
not account for the buoyancy effects of sea surface temper-
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Fig. 27. Ocean mixed layer temperature responseto the two trace

gas scenariosin Tables 1 and 2 in a one-dimensionalradiative-

convective
modelw•th a box diffusionocean:(a) caseA (current
growthratesfor CO 2, CH 4, N20, CFeCC1,and CFC13.plusan allowance for other trace gases)and (b) case B (reduced growth rates with
only CO 2, CH4, N20, CF2C12, and CFC13 included). Results are
shown for two values of the equilibrium climate sensitivity and two
values of the vertical diffusion coefficient (in square centimeters per
second).
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Fig. 28.

Comparison of observedand computed global annual mean temperatures.The observedcurve is taken from
Joneset al. [1986]. The computed values are taken from Figure 27.

In order to facilitate interpretation of the transient results,
the equilibrium ATs results are summarizedbelow for the
model with ATs(2x CO2)= 2 K. For the 1850-1980 period
both case A (Figure 27a) and case B (Figure 27b) yield an
equilibrium ATs of 0.9 K (see major conclusion3 in section
6.2). For the 1980-2030 period the equilibriumATs for caseA

the decadal rates of increase in trace gas concentrations continue unabated (at the present rates) for the next several decades, then the climate system would be increasingly in a state
of disequilibrium with the radiative forcing by the trace gases
[Hansen et al., 1984].
7.

and case B are about 1.8 and 1.1 K, respectively (as inferred

from Figure 23). The range in equilibriumATs,in view of the
range in climate sensitivity given by (21), is 0.7 to 2 K for the
1850-1980 period, while for the 1980-2030 period the range is
0.8 to 2.4 K for case B and is 1.4 to 4.1 K for case A.

7.1.

CONCLUSIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES

Summary of Assessment

Measurements of trace gas concentrations that are accurate

enoughto establishglobal long-term trendsbeganin the late
These models show a warming of the mixed layer between 1950sfor CO 2 and in the middle to late 1970sfor gasessuch
0.4 and 0.8 K for the period 1850-1980. This range is not as CH½, CFCs, and N20. These instrumental records have
inconsistent with the estimated increase of about 0.5 K in the
clearly establishedthe fact that CO2, CH½, CFCll, CFC12,
observed global average near-surface temperature in that N20, and CH3CC13 (to cite just the radiatively important
period [Jones et al., 1986] (also see Figure 28). While the gases)have beenincreasingsincethe beginningof the record.
agreementwith observedtemperaturetrends is encouraging,it The 1985concentrationsof CFCll, CFC12, and CH3CC13are
is difficult to concludemuch from this comparison,because(1) double their observed values in 1975 [Rasmussenand Khalil,
other climate forcings are likely to have operated over this 1986];CO• hasincreased
fromabout315ppmvin 1958to
time scale(variations in stratosphericand troposphericaero- about 345 ppmv in 1985; CH½ and N•O have increasedat an
sols, changes in ground albedo due to desertification and averagerate of 1% per year and 0.25% per year, respectively,
changesin forest cover, and possiblevariations of solar irradi- during 1975-1985. Furthermore, inferences based on gases
ance are some of the other important radiative forcings; (2) trapped in ice cores suggestthat the increasein CO: and
the model computations do not simulate the details of the CH½ is not a recentphenomenonbut beganbeforethe middle
observedtemperature trends, particularly the relatively con- nineteenth century.
stant temperatures that were maintained between the 1940s
A basic theme that emergesfrom the discussionspresented
and 1970s; and (3) the observed temperature records (not in this paper is that the observedincreasesin thesegasesand
shown here) reveal significantland-ocean as well as interhemi- their potential climatic effectsare largely determinedby the
sphericasymmetries,and the causesfor such symmetriesare interactionsbetweenradiation, dynamics,chemistry,and the
unknown.
natural as well as anthropogenicsourcesand sinks of these
The computed surface-air temperature change for the gases.Recent researchon the trace gas problem has signifiperiod from 1850 to 2030 in the range of 1.2 to 2.4 K (seethe cantly improved our understanding of the nature of the interlowest estimate in Figure 27b and the largest estimate in actions. But we are still far from unraveling many of the comFigure 27a). The equilibrium change for the casesshown in plexities of these interactions, and as a result, even the most
Figure 27 is in the range of 2 to 5.4 K, and the difference comprehensiveclimate model results are subject to large unbetween the two ranges reflectsthe potential influence of the certainties.In what follows, we will present a summary of the
oceans in delaying the "signal." If the oceans indeed have a model estimatesof the trace gas climate effectsand the uncersignificantdelaying effect on the equilibrium warming, and if tainties in the estimated effects.
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The analyses and the model calculations presented here
reveal the following climatic effectsof trace gases:
1. From the preindustrial era to the 1950s the greenhouse
effect of CO 2 was the major sourceof anthropogenicimpact
on climate; this picture has changeddrastically sincethe early
1960s. During the last two decades or so, trace gases other
than CO 2 have begun to contribute as much as the CO 2
increase to the upward trend in anthropogenically induced

deforestation,modificationof the absorbedsolar radiation by
increasing the aerosol content of the lower atmosphere, and
deposition of waste heat. Only during the last 5 to 10 years

havewe begunto quantifythe effectsof solarconstantvariations and volcanic

aerosols. Even this limited

data set indi-

catesthepotentialimportance
of thesenaturalvariations.
For
example,the solar irradiance(at the top of the atmosphere)
has decreasedby about 0.1% from 1980 to 1985 [Wilson et al.,

rad'iative
forcing.

1986].According
to modelcalculations,
a majorvolcanic

2. The cumulative effect of the increasein CO 2 and other
trace gasesfor the period from 1850 to 1980 is an equilibrium
surfacewarming of 0.7 to 2 K, where the threefold uncertainty
is due to current uncertainties in climate sensitivity. The contribution of the non-CO2 trace gasesto the cumulativeequi•

eru•Ption,such as E1 Chichon in 1982, can causea global

reach values of around a part per billion or more. The current
concentrations of these gasesare so small that they are projected to have a negligible impact on a 50- to 100-year time

chemicallyactive gases(for example, CO and NO,,) and of
radiatively active gases(for example,CH4) were shownto lead
to substantialincreasesin tropospheric0 3 and CH½whichin
turn enhancethe greenhouseeffect.This indirect climate effect
was shown to be as large as the direct radiative effect. Furthermore, CH½ and 0 3 concentrationswere also modulated
by the feedbackbetweentemperatureand H•O. The principal

cooling
of theorderof 0.2K nearly6 yearsaftertheeruption

[Harshvardan et al., 1984]. The quantitative effects of the
other anthropogenic factors (deforestation and aerosol content) are largely unknown.
libriumWarmingis about30%. Time-dependent
calculations Decadal-scale climate changescan also occur without any
witha boxdiffusion
oceanmodelsuggest
thatabout0.4-0.8K perturbationsto the radiative heating of the planet. The nonof the (0.7 to 2 K equilibriumvalue)surfacewarmingshould linear interactions between the various internal components,
have occurred during 1850 to 1980.
i.e., the ocean, the atmosphere,and the land, may give rise to
3. A variety of scenariosthat employ the upper and lower climate fluctuations. Inferring the relative importance of
range df the observedgrowth rates of trace gasconcentrations forced (external radiative heating) and unforced (internally inor their emissionrates show that trace gasesother than CO2 duced by nonlinear interactions)changesin governing the obcan have as muchimpactas CO: on futuretrendsof surface- served climate changes is an important prerequisite for vertroposphere-stratospheretemperatures. For the various trace ifying the greenhousetheory of climate change.
gas scenariosconsideredin this study, the equilibrium surface
7.3. Theoretical and Modeling Issues
warming for the period 1980 to 2030 rangesfrom 0.8 to 4.1 K.
This wide range is due to the range in the assumed scenarios
The responseof clouds to climate change is one of the
as well as that due to the uncertainty in climate model sensimajor sourcesof uncertaintyin the greenhousetheory of clitivity.
mate change. This cloud-climate feedback can influence not
4. Thus for the 180-yearperiodfrom 1850 to 2030, our
only the equilibrium climate sensitivitybut also the transient
assessmentsuggestsa trace gas-induced cumulative equilibriresponseof the climate systemto time-varying trace gas conum surface warming in the range of 1.5 to 6.1 K. Because of
centrations. The influence on the transient responsearisesbethe huge thermal inertia of the world oceans,only about 40 to
cause the e-folding thermal response time of the coupled
50% of the above equilibrium warming will be realized by the
year 2030. Consequently,the climate systemwould be increas- ocean-atmospheresystemdependsinverselyupon a nonlinear
inglyin a stateo{• disequilibrium
withtheradiative
forcingby function of the climate feedback parameter. The important
role of cloud feedback as well as that of ocean-atmosphere
thetracegases.
interactions are covered in ample detail in papers related to
5. In addition to Fll, F12, CH 4, N20 , and 0 3, other
radiatively active gases,F13, F114, F115, F14, and F13B 1 the CO• climateproblem(e.g.,Dickinson,1985; CDAC, 1983].
(Table 8), with long lifetimesof the order of 100-500 years, In what follows, we will focus on the issuesthat are unique to
may also become important if their growth rates increasefor the non-CO2 trace gases.
7.3.1. Interactions in the troposphere. Additions of both
the next several hundred years such that their concentrations

scale.

7.2.

Changes in Other Climate Forcing Terms

In order to focus our discussions,we show in Figure 28 the
globally averaged observed temperatures along with the
model-estimatedvaluesfor the trace gas trendsadopted in this
study. Before using a comparison such as the one shown in

constituents that are responsible for these chemistry-climate
interactionsin the troposphereare the radicals OH and HO 2.
These interactions, which are illustrated schematically in

Figure 29, are important not only for understandingclimate

Figure28 to verifymodelpredictions,
wehaveto firstunder- sensitivityto trace gasesbut are also importantfor understand the causes of the decadal climate changes. Trace gag
increasesare only one of the many factors that modify the

standing the causal mechanismsfor the observed trends in

CH½ and 0 3. Many of the gasesshown in Figure 29 have

radiative
forcing
oftheclimate.

strongspatialandtemporalvariations.
Hencecurrentanalyses
Decadal-scale
changes
in the radiativeforcingof the planet of these interactions, which are largely based on one-

can also result from natural causes: changes in the solar
output, volcanic eruptions, desertification,and changesin the
sea ice are the importance examples. Furthermore, trace gas
increasesare not the only mechanismby which anthropogenic
effects modify the climate. Other potentially important anthropogeniceffectsare modification of the surfacealbedo by

dimensionalmodels,should be viewed merely as illustrative of
their potential importance. For a more quantitative understandingof the interactionsshown in Figure 29, the following
key issuesshould be addressed.
1. The relative role of transport and chemistry in governing the behavior of 0 3, NO,,, OH, CO, and CH•. The
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change on thermal structure are important. To date, most of

I GREENHOUSE
EFFECT

the coupledradiative-chemicalcalculationsof O 3 changehave

03

OH; HO2
CH4

been performed with one-dimensional models. There is a
strong need to develop coupled radiative-chemical-dynamical
models (both two-dimensional ones and GCMs) and to examine the full scope of the climate-chemistry impact on troposphericclimate.
7.4.

Observational

Issues

One of the most challenging issues on the observational
front is the accurate determination of the long-term (decadal)

trendsin CO, HO,•, NO,•, troposphericand stratospheric0 3,
Fig. 29. Schematicof the climate-chemistry
interactionsinvolving and finally, tropospheric and stratosphericH20. There are
OH and HO 2 chemistryin the troposphere.Surfacetemperaturein- large uncertainties in our current estimates of the rate of
crease(ATs > 0) due to the greenhouseeffectof trace gases(including growth of CO, 0 3, and NO,•. The primary challengeis to
CO2) leadsto an increasein H20 whichcontributesto an increasein design a strategy that will minimize the sampling errors, and
OH. The additionof NO•,,CO, andCH,• reactswith OH andHO 2 to
alter CH,• and tropospheric03, which in turn modulatesthe green- such strategies can only evolve from active interactions behouse effect.
tween modeling and observational groups. The measurements
of the above gases are also crucial for validating coupled
transport-chemistrymodels.
transport processesinclude downward transport of O 3 and
Another equally important issue is the determination of
NO•, from the stratosphere,upward transport of pollutants
(for example, CO) from the boundary layer, and lateral trans- trends in the radiative forcing (of the climate system) and the
port. A quantitative study of this issuerequires not only inter- constituents that contribute to the radiative forcing. Included
active transport-chemistry models but also simultaneous in this category are solar radiation and its spectral variation
measurementsof 03, NO,o CO, and H20 (as the minimum at the top of the atmosphere, planetary albedo and its spectral
set) at a few selectedlocations to verify the model assumptions distribution in two or three wavelength regions (for example,
UV, visible, and IR), stratosphericaerosols,tropospheric aeroand simulations [Levy et al., 1985].
sols including arctic haze, and important radiatively active

2. Sincethe T-H20 feedbackis an important issuefor the
chemistry involving OH and since the temperature change
(due to the trace gas greenhouseeffect) is expected to be a
strong function of latitude, attention should be given to the
latitudinal and seasonaldependenceof the interactions.

trace gases including CO2, CH,•, N20, 0 3 vertical distribution, Fll, F12, F22, CH3CCI3, and stratosphericH20.

Since the effects of aerosols, cloud feedback, and ice albedo
feedback are manifestedin the planetary albedo, accurate determination of the regional distribution and decadal trends in
3. The responseof biogenicsourcemoleculessuchas CH 4
clear-sky and cloudy-sky planetary albedo should be one of
and N20 to surfacetemperaturechangesare not well known
the fundamental goals of future observationalprograms.The
and should be examined for their potential role as a feedback
measurementsdescribed above are crucial for inferring the
mechanism.
causalmechanismsfor climate change.Of equal importance is
7.3.2. Sensitivity of stratospheric H20. An important
continued monitoring of stratospheric,tropospheric,and surissuethat has repeatedly come up during the last 5 years but
face temperatures.These measurements,if they are made with
still has not receiveda carefulscrutinyconcernsthe sensitivity
high-quality, excellentcalibration and redundancychecks,can
of stratosphericH20 to perturbationsin tropical tropopause
temperatures. As was discussedin earlier sections,GCMs and provide perhapsthe only attractive approach for verifying the
climate sensitivity of the models.
other models reveal the tropical tropopause temperatures to
Finally, we have to develop and maintain an adequate specbe quite sensitiveto perturbationsin CO 2, CFCs, and 0 3.
troscopic data base for trace gases.For all of the CFCs and
However, current studies have focused largely on zonal
average temperatures,whereasthe entry of low levels of H2 for a number of other compounds(for example,CH3CCI3,
into the stratospheremay depend on the extreme (cold) tropi- PAN, and CF3Br) which have strong greenhouseeffects,speccal tropopause temperaturesrather than the zonally averaged troscopic line parameters are either unavailable or unpubvalue. Model studieswith a specialemphasison the geograph- lished.Furthermore, for the available data there are significant
ical regionswhere H20 entersthe stratospherein conjunction discrepanciesin the measured band strengths (for example,
Fll and F12 band strengths differ by 20% to 30% between
with specialobservationalprograms(for determiningH20,
different
measurements).Moreover, current measurementsdo
temperature, and cloud distribution) are needed to shed new
not separate out the contribution of the hot bands in the
insightson this problem.
7.3.3. Interactions in the stratosphere. The continued spectra; such identifications are crucial for incorporating the
temperature dependenceof the opacity in climate models. The
growth of halogenatedhydrocarbonsin the tropospherepresavailability of such measurementswill promote line-by-line
agesreduced03 in the stratosphere.The subsequenteffectsof
calculations which can then serve as a basis for treatment of
suchchangeson atmosphericopacity,thermal and dynamical
the radiative effectsof trace gasesin climate models.
structurein the stratosphere,and stratosphere-troposphere
exchange bear directly on concerns about climate-chemistry

issues.For example,the radiative effect of stratospheric0 3

APPENDIX: ACCURACY OF BAND MODEL APPROACHES FOR

perturbation due to CFCs can add (or ameliorate)as much as
30% to the surface warming due to the direct greenhouse

CH,•

effect of CFCs. Furthermore,latitudinal effectsof the 03

Band models may be divided into two categories: narrowband models in which the long-wave spectrum is divided into
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spectralintervalsrangingfrom 1 cm- x in width, and broad-

lineswould be linearly summed.For presentpurposes,Am = 5

band models which employ analytical expressions derived
from either theory or laboratory data to treat the absorption

cm- x,with elaborationon thischoiceto be givenlater.

within the entire band. In the evaluation of a band model, two
issuesare involved: (1) the ability of the band model to accu-

Turning next to the broadband model, a hybrid version of
those proposedby Cessand Rarnanathan[1972] and Rarnanathan [1976] is adopted,for which the total band absorptance
is expressedby

rately characterize the total band absorptancefor a homogeneous optical path through the gas (i.e., constant temperature
and pressure) and (2) the ability of the band model to
characterize absorption and emission along inhomogeneous
paths (i.e., atmospheric applications). In order to treat inho- whereE = (2- D)2, u = Sw/Ao with S the total bandintenmogeneouspaths, a scalingapproximation must be invoked in sity, A 0 is the bandwidth parameter,/• is proportional to the
the band model.
ratio of a mean line half-width to a mean line spacing,and
The second item above is of particular importance with
herethe summation
refersto the two overlapping
X2CH4and
respect to broadband models. Although several broadband •3CH4 isotopebands.For D = 2, (27) reducesto the formuscaling approximations have been suggested[Chan and Tien, lation of Cess and Rarnanathan [1972], while for D = 0 it
1969; Cess and Wang, 1970; Edwards and Morizurni, 1970], coincideswith that of Rarnanathan[1976].

A=2A
01nI+•D+[E+u(I+i//•)]
x/2 (15)

there has not been a definitive

examination

of their accuracies.

The relevant coefficientsappearing within both the narrowThe strategyof the presentsectionis as follows.A reference band and broadband models have been evaluated through
line-by-line calculationswill first be described,followed by the regressionfits to homogeneous-gasline-by-line calculations,
presentation of narrow-band and broadband models that are with the result that
tuned, for a homogeneousgas, to the line-by-line calculation.
C = 0.753
(16)
Thus a hierarchy of band models is obtained, with theseband
models yielding virtually identical homogeneousband absorpAo(cm-•) = 68.2(T/300)ø'8s8
(17)
tances for the homogeneouscase.The scaling approximations
l• = 0.211P(300/T)
(18)
for the narrow-band and broadband modelsare evaluatedby
applying the models to atmospheric profiles (the inhomogewhere P is the pressure,and
neous case).Accompanying this will be a brief discussionconcerning pitfalls associated with the use of narrow-band
D = 0.106
(19)
models. The above treatment as well as the results to be presented subsequentlyare adopted from R. D. Cess et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1986).
The line-by-line calculations used the line locations and intensities from a Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) data tape
[Orton and Robiette, 1980], with the line intensities being re-

normalizedto a total band intensityof 129 cm-2 atm- x at
296 K [e.g., Varanasi et al., 1983]. The Lorentz half-width per

unit pressure,
70, wastakento be

7ø(cm- • atm- •) = 0.06(296/T)

(12)

for all lines, on the basis of Varanasi et al. [1983], who obtained a nitrogen-broadened value of 0.063 (with a standard
deviation of 0.003) for 77 lines within the wave number inter-

val 1300-1353cm-•. In that thereare roughly12,500lineson
theJPL tape,adoptingof •0 basedonjust 77 linescomprises
a
rather extensive extrapolation. Although the line-by-line calculations serve as a reference, there are still some uncertainties
associatedwith line-by-line model results, becauseour knowledge of line half-widths is meager at best.
The narrow-band model is a modification of the Goody
random band model [Goody, 1952], for which the transmittance of a spectral interval Acois given by

As discussedabove, one would anticipate that C (4hr =
1.273 if coincidentlinesare a factor, which may indeedbe the
case for the v4 band owing to both line splitting and the
presence of a Q branch. But the considerable difference between (16) and C = 4hr might include other factors, as will
shortly be discussed.
A comparison of both the narrow-band and the broadband

models with the line-by-line resultsis illustrated in Figure 30.
A single curve is used for both band models since there is no
distinguishabledifference between them. Similar agreement
with the line-by-line resultsexistsfor temperaturesspanning
the range from 220 K to 300 K.
As discussed
in more detail by R. D. Cesset al. (unpublished
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Ta,o= exp {--(Sa,ow/Aco)[1
+ (Sa,ow/rq,-)]-,/2} (13)
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where Sa,ois the sum of the line strengthswithin the interval,
and • is defined by

S•,o7= C[• (7SjK)•/2]
2

(14)

0i•
-2

where Sjt• denotesthe individual line strengthsand the summation is over all lines within Aco.Conventionally, C - 4/n to
be consistent with the limit of strong nonoverlapping lines
[e.g., Goody, 1964]. But if there is a significant number of
coincident or near-coincident lines, C < 4/n, since coincident
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line determinations
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TABLE 12. Comparisonof Model Calculationsfor the Change in Infrared Flux Due to an Increasein

CH4 MixingRatiofrom 1.75x 106to 3.5 x 106
Flux Reduction,W m-2
Scaling
Approximation

Model
Line by line

Narrow-band
Broadband
Broadband
Broadband

Curtis-Godson
Chan-Tien
Edwards-Morizumi
Cess-Wang

Top

Tropopause

Surface

1.78

1.78

2.40

1.79 (0.6)
1.77(-0.6)
1.79(0.6)
1.85(3.9)

1.78 (0.0)
1.78(0.0)
1.79(0.6)
1.83(2.8)

2.41 (0.4)
2.61 (8.8)
2.63 (9.6)
2.67 (11.3)

Numbers in parentheses
denotethe percentagedifferencesfrom the line-by-linevalues.

manuscript, 1986), the virtual equivalance of the band models
with the line-by-line calculations allows an evaluation of band
model scaling approximations. For this purpose the McClatchey et al. [1971] mid-latitude summer atmospherehas been
employed, neglecting overlap with water vapor and clouds.
Table

12 summarizes

calculations

for the reduction

in infrared

flux at the top of the model atmosphere(25 km), at the tropopause (13 km), and at the surface, for an increase in methane

volumetricmixingratio from 1.75 x 10ø to 3.5 x 10ø.
The use of Curtis-Godson scaling within the narrow-band
model is as described by Rodgers and Walshaw [1966]. Although this two-parameter scaling is exact in the weak-line
and strong-line limits, the present atmospheric methane abundance lies between thesetwo asymptoticlimits. Thus methane
servesas a good test of Curtis-Godson scaling,and Table 12
confirmsthe validity of this often-usedscalingapproximation.
For the broadband model, three different three-parameter
scalingapproximationsare comparedin Table 12 [Chan and
Tien, 1969; Edwards and Morizutni, 1970; Cess and Wang,
1970]. All three scaling approximations overestimatethe flux

reductionat the surface,with Chen-Tienscalingproducingthe
smallest errors for the three flux reduction calculations.

On a similar point, several band models which have been
employedin atmosphericradiation calculationsare compared
in Table 13 with the line-by-line results. These include the
conventional random band models of Goody [1952] and
Malktnus [1967], the broadband model of Donner and Ramana-

than [1980], and a broadbandmodelof Cessand Chen[1975],
which they developedfor Jovian applications but which was
utilized for terrestrial applicationsby Hatneedet al. [1980].
The primary failing of the latter band model can be traced to
the assumption by Cess and Chen [1975] that individual

multiplets could be treated as a single Lorentz line; i.e., they
neglectedline splitting.
Returning to the narrow-bandmodel, the presentCH,• example serves to illustrate certain pitfalls associated with
randomband models.Considerfirst the presentchoice5 cm- •
intervals.As pointed out by Kiehl and Ratnanathan[1983] for
CO 2, significanterrors occur if one employsspectralintervals

greaterthan 10 cm-•. This is due to the statisticsof the band,
as manifestedby the averaging procedureof (26), being variable throughout the band. One way of minimizing this effectis
to choosesmall intervals with the hope that this will produce
near-uniform

statistics within each interval. But if the intervals

are too small, there will not be a sufficient number of lines

within each interval to yield meaningfulstatistics.
Ideally, one would anticipate that there should be an interval range over which the computed band absorptanceis invariant to the choiceof interval size,with the intervals being
sufficientlylarge so as to contain a statisticallymeaningful
number of lines but at the sametime sufficientlysmall so that
(14) producesmeaningful statisticalaverages.However, as illustratedin Figure 31, CH,• does not producesuch a clearly
definedrangeof intervals.The smallplateaufrom roughly 5 to
8 cm- • was the sole motivation for our choice of a 5 cm- •
interval

size.

A secondissueconcernsthe locationof the intervals.Figure
32 illustrates a band absorptance calculation in which the
locationsof the intervalspacings(Aro- 5 cm-•) are progressivelyshifted,with a shift of 5 cm- • denotinga return to the
original interval locations.For example,a wave number shift
equaling 0 corresponds to interval locations of 1200-1205

cm- • etc.,whilefor a wavenumbershiftequaling1 cm- •
6O

ßi ßi , I '

TOTAL PRESSURE=O.5t4 ATM

METHANE AMOUNT= t.;568 CM-ATM

TABLE 13. Comparison of Model Calculations for the Change in
Infrared Flux Due to an Increasein CH4 Mixing Ratio From 1.75

TEMPERATURE

X 106 to 3.5 x 106

= 26;5 K

•- 50

Flux Reduction,W m-2
Model

Top

Tropopause

Line by line
Malkmus
Goody
Donner-Ramanathan
Cess-Chen

1.78
1.99 (11.8)
2.05 (15.2)
1.55 (- 12.9)
1.00 (-43.8)

1.78
1.97 (10.7)
2.04 (14.6)
1.57 (- 11.8)
1.00 (-43.8)

Surface
2.40
2.61 (8.8)
2.72 (13.3)
2.17 (- 9.6)
1.44 (-40.0)

o
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Fig. 31. Narrow-band CH,• total band absorptionas a function
of wave number interval (Am) as employed within the narrow-band
Curtis-Godson scaling is used for the Malkmus and Goody
model. The methane abundanceof 1.368 cm atm (at STP) coincides
models, while Chan-Tien scaling is employed for the DonnerRamanathan and Cess-Chen models. The numbers in parentheses with the atmosphericcolumnabundancefor a CH,• mixing ratio of
1.75 x 10 -6.
denote the percentagedifferencesfrom the line-by-line values.
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